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ABSTRACT
The top quark is the heaviest of the known elementary particles in the Standard 
Model. Top quark decay can result into various final states; therefore, careful study 
of its production rate  and other properties is very im portant for particle physics. 
W ith the shutdown of the Tevatron, The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the only 
facility currently capable of studying top quark properties. The d a ta  obtained by 
proton-proton collisions in the LHC is recorded by two general purpose detectors, 
ATLAS and CMS. The results in the dissertation are from the ATLAS detector. A new 
measurement is reported of a(pp —► tt) a t ^/s = 7 TeV using 4.7 fb - 1  of data collected 
during 2011. In this analysis, the final state of the top quark decay is a hadronically 
decaying tau  lepton and a pair of light quark jets. Only those events in which the 
r  lepton subsequently decays to one or three charged hadrons, zero or more neutral 
hadrons and a tau neutrino, are selected. Boosted Decision Trees are used for hadronic 
tau identification. The signature thus consists of one hadronically decaying tau  lepton 
and four or more jets, of which at least one is initiated by a b quark accompanying the 
W  in the top quark decays, and a large net missing momentum in the transverse plane 
due to the energetic neutrino-antineutrino pair. This momentum is not detected by 
the ATLAS detector. For multi-jet background estimation, a tem plate fitting method 
is used. The tem plate is fitted to the da ta  to obtain the fractions for the signal and
iv
i t ’s various backgrounds. The measured cross section along with the uncertainties on 
the statistics, systematics and luminosity is:
att = 170.6 ±  12 (s ta t .) (sVs t-) ±  3 (lu m i .) pb.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A major focus of particle physics today is the testing of the Standard Model 
(SM) and to  look for hints of physics beyond the  SM. The SM, first form ulated in 
1970s, is based on the quantum theory of fields. In the SM, all particles are grouped 
into two categories, i.e. fermions and bosons. All the m atter is made up of fermions 
and have a spin of 1/2. Fermions are divided into two categories: quarks and leptons. 
The interactions between the fermions is mediated by gauge fields carried by bosons. 
The Higgs boson is the manifestation of the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the 
Higgs field and is explained in Chapter 2. All the experim ental observations in 
particle physics have been successfully explained by the SM. Until now, no significant 
disagreement has been reported between theoretical calculations and experim ental 
observations. The SM still fails to explain many deficiencies including the fine tuning 
of the Higgs mass, where the cancellation of 0(1O19) GeV is necessary to obtain the 
Higgs boson mass, 0(100) GeV. Unless there is a well motivated physical mechanism 
th a t can explain the cancellation, th is theory is considered to  be ambiguous. One 
interesting solution is the supersym m etry (SUSY) model, where SM counterparts 
differing by spin 1/2 are postulated, in addition to  five Higgs bosons (three neutral,
1
2two charged) in its minimal extension. Details of the SUSY model are given in Chapter 
2 .
Top quarks are the 3rd generation, up-type fermions of the quark family. The 
top quark was discovered by the D 0  and CDF experiment at the  Tevatron in 1995, 
when the Tevatron was the energy frontier accelerator of that time, with the eenter-of- 
mass energy of -y/s =  1.96 TeV. After th e  discovery of the top quark i t ’s mass was 
measured with great accuracy. The top quark is the  heaviest of all the elem entary 
particles w ith a mass of 172.9 GeV. Because of i t ’s large mass, there are several 
theoretical predictions th a t occur in bo th  the production and the  decay process of 
the top quark. For example, the charged Higgs may result from the decay of the top 
quark and the production of top quark via 4th generation quarks. By measuring the 
top quark production cross-section at the collider experiment, these new effects can be 
probed, based on our understanding of how the top quark is related to the production 
and decay process. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), which collides protons a t a 
center of mass energy of 7 TeV, provides an opportunity to measure the cross section 
of the top and anti-top pair by analyzing collision data is accumulated by ATLAS.
Based on the 0.7 - 4.7 fb ~ x pp collision d a ta  and, using the single-lepton 
(tt —> l+viqq'bb,l = e,/r), the di-lepton (it  —> i>ibb, I — e, p) and all hadronic
channels ( qq'q"q'"bb), ATLAS has measured a  top-antitop combined cross section is:
ott =  177 ±  13 (s ta t .) 1® (s y s t .) ±  7(lumi.) pb, (1-1)
where the uncertainties given are the statistical uncertainty, the systematic uncertainty, 
and the uncertainty related to the luminosity determination. The result is consistent
3with the SM prediction (164^f pb) with an uncertainty of 6 %, which is smaller than 
the theoretical accuracy of 10%. This result from the ATLAS collaboration again 
dem onstrates the validity of the SM w ith respect to  top  quark production and the 
decay process.
This dissertation is about the measurement of the top quark pair production 
cross section using final states characterized by a hadronically decaying tau  lepton 
and a pair of light quark jets using 4.7 fb ~ l of ATLAS data. Chapter 2 of this thesis 
describes the physics of the standard model and the motivation for this work. Chapter 
3 deals with the top quark and the ta u  lepton. C hapter 4 describes the ATLAS 
detector and its various components. Chapter 5 explains the various objects and the 
identification method employed in this analysis. C hapter 6  separately describes the 
tau  identification mechanism where Boosted Decision Trees are employed to  reject 
electrons and jet fakes. Chapter 7 is about the event selections and background 
estimation. C hapter 8  describes the  cross section calculation and system atic errors 




2.1 T he Standard  M odel
The theoretical framework th a t supports all of modern particle physics is 
Standard Model (SM) [1]. In the SM, there are two categories of particles: leptons 
and quarks. These particles are organized in three generations. The second generation 
and third generation leptons and quarks have properties comparable to those of the 
first generation, bu t are heavier. Because of their heaviness, the  second and th ird  
generation quarks normally (within 1 0 - 8  seconds) decay to  the lighter particles of the 
first generation. Therefore, under normal circumstances, m atter is composed of up 
and down quarks and electrons (the first generation elementary particles). All three 
generations are equally relevant from the physics point of view.
The Standard Model falls short of being a complete theory of fundam ental 
interactions because it makes certain simplifying assumptions. It does not incorporate 
the full theory of gravitation as described by general relativity, or predict the 
accelerating expansion of the universe (as possibly described by dark energy). The 
theory does not contain any viable dark m atter particle th a t possesses all of the 
required properties deduced from observational cosmology. It also does not correctly 
account for neutrino oscillations (and their non-zero masses). Although the Standard
4
5Model is believed to  be theoretically self-consistent and has dem onstrated huge 
and continued successes in providing experim ental predictions, it does leave some 
unexplained phenomena.The SM particles are summarized in F igure 2.1.
U
Figure 2.1: The Standard Model.
A function known as the Lagrangian density function describes the forces in the 
Standard Model. The theories described are called gauge field theories because they are 
invariant under local gauge symmetries. In fact, the prerequisite of gauge invariance 
alone largely constrains the possible dynamic terms in the Lagrangian. Thus a gauge 
field theory can be quantified by the Lie group. The defining group for the  SM is 
SU(3)c<S>SU(2)i %U(1)y  where SU(3)C is the strong color group, SU{2)l corresponds 
to rotations in the weak isospin space, and U( l ) y  to  phase transformations.
6The quark and the lepton subgroups correspond to Quantum Chromodynamics 
(QCD) and Electroweak Theory. The Lagragian of the SM has two distinct parts, one 
for QCD and the other for electroweak theory. This Lagrangian can be w ritten as:
£  =  C'QCD T  £ electroweak■ (2 -1 )
QCD is the theory of strong forces, which are transm itted  by eight kinds of 
gauge bosons, named gluons G“ , a =  1 ,.., 8 . Gluons mediate the interactions between 
any particles th a t carry a net charge. The particles consist of the three strong colors, 
including the gluons themselves. The Lagrangian of a complex theory like this can be 
written as [2 ]:
£ Strang =  £ j iQjl ,<xD -  ^ t r G  ^ G ^ , ( 2 .2 )
where qj are the quark fields, and j  runs over all flavors, — igsG^.G^u —
d^Gy — d^Gfj, — iglG^jGu] and =  £®==1Gr“A“/2  are th e  Gell-Mann m atrices th a t 
satisfy the relations [Aa/2 , A6/2] =  i f abcAc/2  and trXaXb = 25ab and are the gluon
field operators.
The Electroweak Model portion:
Cstrong =  “  \ f ^  ~ \ b ^ (2.3)
where = 8^ — ig l? /t A  -  i g ^ - B ^  Fj^ =  d^A{ -  8yA^ + gejklA * A lv, j  =  1 , 2 ,3, and
B ^u = d^By — dyBp. A and B are the gauge fields, - is the interacting fermions,
Y is the multiplet hypercharge given by Y  = 2(Q — T3), and T3 is the th ird  isopspin 
component.
There are two very im portant characteristics of th e  Electroweak Theory th a t 
are not visible in E quation 2.3. The first is the absence of and experim ental 
observation that the weak nuclear forces couple with fermions of different polarizations. 
Left-handed fermions form doublets of leptons:
/  \
\ eL J











\ 6 i /
The transform ation of doublets into each other is due to the S U ( 2 ) l  group. 
Right-handed fermions:
C R ,  V R i T R , U r , Cr , t R , d R , S R , b R , (2.4)
are singlets and are invariant under S U ( 2 ) l transformations. The second element of 
electroweak symmetry is tha t it is spontaneously broken.
2.2 Spontaneous S ym m etry  B reaking
The weak nuclear forces runs into difficulties when compared to strong nuclear 
and electromagnetic forces th a t are described by gauge field models with remarkable 
success and agreement with experim ental findings. T he gauge invariance is broken 
by any inertial mass terms in the Lagrangian. This results into a  massless and long 
range gauge field. It was already proved however, that the weak nuclear force has to
be extremely short ranged because no long-range parity-violating interactions have 
been observed.
The authors of the modern theory of weak interaction proposed tha t S U ( 2 ) l iS> 
U ( 1 ) y  is not an exact explicit symmetry like SU(3)C, neither it is like isospin. Rather 
it is a spontaneously broken theory. It can be concluded tha t electroweak symmetry 
broken by mass terms and the electroweak symmetry is explicit and exact at extremely 
high energies (over 100 GeV). The Higgs mechanism is the name given to  the mechanism 
that breaks symmetry and generates mass. The Higgs boson is the scalar field involved 
in this mechanism. This Higgs boson was discovered by both  ATLAS and CMS 
experiments of the Large Hadron Collider in July 2012.
2.3 T he H ierarchy P rob lem
The SMI fails to describe complete physics in spite of its mathematical elegance 
and success. First the model cannot describe gravity, the weakest fundamental force. 
Additionally, there is a m athem atical paradox called the  hierarchy problem w ithin 
the SM. The hierarchy problem is an  im portant hint of physics beyond the SM [3]. 
This is very similar to the gauge mass problem, which resulted in the discovery of the 
vector bosons. The problem arises from the fact th a t the Higgs boson, or for th a t 
m atter any non-gauge renormalizable scalar field, has quadratically divergent loop 
corrections. Such th a t if the Higgs potential has the form:
9thus the 1-loop correction to the Higgs mass, y/2Xv2: due to the Higgs-Higgs coupling 
vertex, is the quadratically divergent integral:
a { Xv  ] ^  j  ( 2 ' 6 )
Now, the renormalized mass looks like this:
('m hf  — (m hMre)2 +  —jA 2, (2.7)IT
where A is the renormalization cut-off scale.
The problem is that A can be of the order of 1019 GeV (Planck scale). Because 
the micro-world picture, gravity has to be included, such scales are naturally required 
and the Higgs mass becomes large due to  the A2 factor. One way around this problem
is to remove all the scalar fields from the theory. This is because for fermionic fields
the divergence is logarithmic:
(m h)2 =  (m hMre)2 +  —^ (mh,bare)2 +  In — - — ■ (2 .8)
'^h.bare
2.4 Supersym m etry as th e  S olu tion  to  th e  H ierarchy P rob lem
The most common explanation to the hierarchy problem is th a t the anomalously 
divergent terms are cancelled. This means th a t to  cancel the  term s, for every 
Lagrangian term of the form E quation  2.6, there has to be one th a t is the negative of 
it. This results in a new symmetry between bosons and fermions. The Higgs fermionic 
counterpart, the Higgsino, produces canceling terms for the Higgs loop. All elementary 
particles have such superpartners which leads to  m any new particles predicted by 
Supersymmetry(SUSY), as illustrated in Table 2.1 [4].
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Table 2.1: The undiscovered particles in the  Minimal Supersymmetric S tandard 
Model (with sfermion mixing for the first two families assumed to  be negligible)
Names Spin P r Gauge Eigenstates Mass Eigenstates
Higgs Bosons 0 +1 H i H° H i  H J h° H° A 0 H*
squarks 0 -1
U l  U r  d i  d f i
S l  S r  c l  c r  
t-L 1 r  1>l  1>r
(same) 
(same) 
tl 2^ 1^ t>2
sleptons 0 -1
CL C r  i>e 
pL pR Vf! 
T l  T r  Vr
(same) 
(same) 
n  f 2 vT
nutralions 1/2 -1 B° W ° H QU H% N x N 2 N z N4
chargions 1/2 -1 W ±  H+ H-d C f  C2






2.5 H iggs Sector in S U S Y
A vital characteristic of the supersym metric model is th a t one Higgs field 
doublet is not adequate enough to  define the electroweak symmetry breakdown. For 
these, two doublets (Hu and Hd) are needed, resulting in six real scalar fields in 
unitary gauge [4]. If supersymmetry does exist, charged Higgs bosons (H + and H~)
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are the most fascinating among these real and observable fields. The charged Higgs 
will replace the vector boson W +!~ in the top quark decays. Because of the presence 
of the charged Higgs, the cross section of the i t — > r  +  je ts  channel will differ from 
th a t predicted by the SM expectations. This dissertation is about the measurement 
of the cross section of this im portant i t  channel.
CHAPTER 3
TOP QUARK AND TAU PHYSICS
3.1 Top Quark P h ysics
The top quark is the heaviest of all the  elementary particles. The particle 
forms a weak isospin partner with the bottom  quark in the  third generation [5]. The 
mass of the top quark and the  CKM (Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa) mixing m atrix 
elements, V^ ,, Vts and Vt(i [6] are the prim ary param eters of the SM related w ith the 
top quark. Since the SM top quark must match those of the up and charm quarks in 
the first two generations, the top quark properties are fixed.
The top quark was discovered jointly by the CDF and D 0  experim ents in 
the Tevatron at Fermilab in 1995. At the CDF and D 0  experim ents all direct 
measurements prior to 2010 have used the 104 top quark events recorded [7]. The first 
measurements of the top quark mass came from the twelve events observed in 1994 
[8], before the top discovery was confirmed. The events resulted in a top mass of:
m top =  174 ±  10±i| GeV, (3.1)
and were fully analyzed in [9]. Later combining the full 100 p£>-1 from Run I Fermilab 
TeVatron data and from Run II, the value of the top quark mass from direct observation 
[10]:
m top = 172 ±  0.9 ±  13 GeV. (3.2)
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3.2 P rodu ction  o f th e  Top Q uark a t H adron C olliders
At the LHC, the SM top quark is produced in two different ways. These are 
singly by electroweak processes, or as a top and anti-top quark pair via QCD processes 
(the strong interaction) [11]. The tt pair production events are more convenient for 
measuring the mass of the top quark. Alternately, when measuring the m atrix element 
Vtb or examining the W-t-b vertex properties, single top events are better [7].
The colliding particles in hadron colliders are quark composites bound together 
by gluons. Thus, the production mechanism observed in QCD processes depends on 
the type and energy of the particles colliding. Inside the parton model theory, hadrons 
are treated as a collection of quasi-free quarks and gluons [12]. Each parton i within 
the hadron is taken as carrying a momentum pi in the prescribed longitudinal direction 
(the beam direction in a hadron collider) and, so, possess a fraction Xi = p i/p  of the 
overall momentum p  of the hadron in that direction [12]. The probability of finding a 
parton inside a hadron possessing a  m om entum  fraction Xj [12] a t a  given scale Q2 
[13] are described as the Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs). W hen dealing with 
tt production the scale is often taken to  be of the order Q = m t , where m t is the 
top quark mass. In Figure 3.1, the Parton  D istribution Functions (PDFs) of the 
valence quarks and gluons for Q2 of 175 G eV 2 are shown. In the case of a  symmetrical 
collider,where the colliding partons are of similar Xi, the value of x accessible during 
the collision can be expressed a s i  =  m t/y /s  [12]. It therefore can be seen in Figure  
3.1, th a t at the LHC, QCD top quark pair production typically occurs for small 
values of the momentum fraction x  [13] and is dictated by the gluon-gluon fusion
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processes [16]. The three lowest level Feynman diagrams for top quark production via 
gluon-gluon fusion are shown in F igu re 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Feynman diagrams for tt  production by gluon-gluon fusion [13].
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The Fermilab TeVatron, with collision at 1.96 TeV center of mass energy, was 
only able to investigate down to values of x  of approximately 0.2, which is above the 
region where the gluon PD F begins to  dominate. This accounts for the fact th a t the 
top quark pair production is dominated by quark-antiquark annihilation as shown in 
Figure 3.3, contributing 85% of events [17].
q
q
Figure 3.3: Feynman diagram of tt  production by quark-antiquark annihilation [13].
In the SM, electroweak single top production occurs via three m ethods: s- 
channel, t-channel (or W-gluon reactions), and W t production. The various means by 




Figure 3.4: Mechanisms for single top quark production [13].
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Another area to consider in top quark production is the dependence of the 
cross section on the center-of-mass energy of the  collision. F igure 3 .5  shows cross 
sections as a function of center-of-mass energy for a series of different processes.
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Figure 3.5: Cross sections for production of various physics processes at the Tevatron 
and LHC as a function of proton - (anti)proton center of mass energy [13].
3.3 D ecay o f Top Quark w ith in  th e  Standard M od el
In the SM, quark decay occurs via flavor change through the weak interaction, 
by exchanging W + and W~  bosons. A quark of charge -1 /3  (d, s, b) is always 
transformed + 2 /3  (u, c, t) and vice versa. In accordance w ith the  CKM mixing 
matrix, the top quark can decay to any of the three charge -1 /3  quarks via W +
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boson exchange[l]. The relationship between the weak and mass quark eigenstates 
are described by the CKM matrix.
The CKM matrix is defined as being unitary (assumed for three quark genera­
tions [13]) and the elements w ithin it squared are proportional to the probability of 
the analogous decay that occurs [18]. The matrix elements explain how strongly the W 
boson couples to the various quarks. Non-zero m atrix elements relate to  decays that 
may occur, while matrix elements that are zero correspond to decays th a t cannot (no 
non-zero elements are known to exist, although some are very small). Consequently, 
the m atrix elements of the SM define which decays can occur, which cannot, and 
which are inhibited.
The allowed top quark decays: t —> bW + , t —> sfT+ , and t —» d W +, are 
represented in the CKM m atrix by the  elements | j , |f4,|, and \Vtd\. Assuming 
|Vtj,| =  1, measurements of the B q combined w ith lattice QCD calculations give 
estimates of |Vts| =  (38.7±2.1) x 10-3 and \Vtd\ =  (8.4±0.6) x 10-3 respectively [10]. A 
direct measurement without assuming unitarity gives a value of \Vtb\ =  (0.88±0.07) [10]. 
The t —> bW + decay therefore dominates, while the t —> d W + and t —» s lT +decays 
are heavily suppressed, with expected branching ratios of approxim ately 0.1% and 
0.01% [7]. The top quark experiences a  weak decay and is anticipated to  do so as 
an isolated quark since the top lifetime (approximately 10_24s) is smaller th an  the 
timescale needed in QCD for hadrons to  form (on the order of 10_23s [9]).
For QCD top production, where a  top and an anti-top pair is produced, the 
anti-top will decay ensuing the same process as the top, bu t w ith the respective
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antiparticles. The anti-top will thus decay to an anti-bottom  quark and a W  boson. 
F ig u re  3.6 shows the generalized decay of a t t  pair.
F ig u re  3.6: Illustration of the general decay for a t t  pair, assuming 100% branching 
ratio for t —>• bW + [8].
A pair may decay to a qq pair or to a lepton and neutrino. Accordingly, there 
are four classes of tt pair decays: dilepton events, single lepton events, fully hadronic 
events, and ‘tau  plus X ’ events. Differences in the behavior of the ta u  com pared to 
the electron and muon are the reason th a t t t  events containing taus are classified 
separately. The branching ratios for these processes are 30%, 5%, 45%, and 20%, 
respectively [7]. The tau + X  events are themselves divided in a comparable fashion 
into tau+jets, tau+lepton, and ‘two tau ’ events. A pie chart illustrating the branching 
ratios for top decay into various final states are shown in F ig u re  3.7. As can be seen 
in the figure the all jets channel has the highest branching ratio. This indicates that 






Figure 3.7: “Pie chart” displaying the branching fractions of different final states of 
top quark pair decay.
Regardless of how the W + and W ~  bosons decay, the bottom and anti-bottom 
quarks produced will perform the same way in each case. The bottom  quark lifetime is 
longer than that necessary for hadrons to form by the strong interaction. Subsequently, 
confinement forces the bottom  quark to undergo hadronization. One of the hadrons 
created contains the original bottom  quark, usually as a  B-meson. A cone of hadrons 
known as a jet (in this particular case a b-jet) is produced, the axis of which promulgates 
in the same direction as the bottom quark was originally traveling. Any quarks created 
from the W decays hadronize in the same way into light quark jets.
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3.4 Top Quark P h ysics at th e  LHC
An extensive range of top quark physics studies can be carried out a t the 
LHC because the amount of top quark produced is very high there. Top quark 
mass, examinations for non- SM heavy resonances, analysis of electroweak single top 
production (including measurement of the m atrix  element Vtb and determ ination of 
the W -t-b vertex properties [7]), investigation of top quark decays, branching ratios 
and couplings, top quark charge determ ination, searches for flavor changing neutral 
currents (FCNC), and investigation of top quark spin correlations are some of the 
relevant areas th a t can be studied a t the LHC. These have been fully explained 
elsewhere [12], [13].
3.5 Im portance o f  S tu d yin g  Taus in  Top E ven ts
Tau final states are predicted for a number of physics processes, bo th  within 
and outside the SM. In the SM, measurements of the tt  production cross-section with 
tau+ je ts  and tau+ lep ton  events postulate a cross check of measurem ents m ade in 
the electron and muon channels. Tau production has been envisaged as a possible 
signature for certain beyond the Standard Model Higgs bosons, various supersymmetry 
(SUSY) models and other potential new physics [19].
The SM Higgs mechanism consists of only one scalar field doublet [12], Ex­
tensions to the SM nevertheless can recommend the existence of two Higgs doublets, 
referred to as Two Higgs Doublet Models (THDM) [12], which come in two types. 
Type I THDM only allows one doublet to  couple to  fermions. Type II THDM  (the 
simplest of which is the Minimal Supersym m etric SM or MSSM) has one doublet
coupled to up type quarks or neutrinos, while the second couples to down type quarks
or charged leptons [12]. In both cases, five Higgs bosons are predicted as opposed to 
one in the Standard Model, containing three neutral Higgs’ h°, H 0 and A G, plus a pair 
of charged Higgs H ±  [12].
The massive nature of the tau  lepton, when compared to  electron and muon 
masses, means that, should a light charged Higgs boson exist, it would couple favorably 
to the tau  [17]. F ig u re  3.8 exhibits how such a coupling can occur in a t t  decay, 
where the charged Higgs (with mass smaller th an  the difference between the top and 
b quark masses) replaces one of the two W  bosons in the decay.
F ig u re  3.8: Illustration of how a hypothetical charged Higgs boson could be observed 
in tt decay through couplings to the top quark and tau  lepton.
b
How such a charged Higgs would decay depends on the value of the  tan  /?, 
which is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values in the two Higgs doublets [12]:
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Such a charged Higgs is expected in the MSSM to couple strongly to  the 
massive top quark for values of tan/3 > 70 and < 1 [12]. For tan 0  > 1 the H + —>■ t v  
channel, as shown for one of the top quarks in Figure 3.8, is anticipated to  feature 
appreciably (rising to a branching fraction close to 100% for tan (3 > 5) thus making 
tops decaying to taus a best search candidate [1 2 ].
For tan (3 < 1, H + —> cs dominates while the t —> H +b production is diminished 
for tan /3 close to  1 . The presence of a charged Higgs in the desirable region for tau  
production would enhance the branching fraction for t -+ brv  when compared to  the 
SM predictions [5].
3 .6  Tau D ecay  M odes
The tau  is unique in the lepton sector of the SM. Due to  i t ’s mass of m T =  
1776.99^0 29 MeV [21], it is the only one of the three leptons th a t can decay either 
leptonically or hadronically [22], Consequently, taus are classified in accordance 
with whether they decay to leptons, w ith branching fractions of (17.36 ±  0.05)% to 
ti~v^vT, (17.84 ±  0.05)% to e~vevr , (3.6 ±  0.4)% to ii~vtxvtau'y and (1.75 ±  0.18)% to 
e~nuevT7  [2 1 ], or to hadrons w ith a combined branching fraction of approximately 
65%. Hadronically decaying taus are further classified in relation to  the  num ber of 
charged mesons (dominated by pions) initially produced. Taus th a t decay into one 
charged pion or kaon are referred to as 1-prong and are comprised mainly of r  —> n ±v 
and r  —>• n 7r°7r±iA These taus account for 22.4% and 73.5% of the decays respectively 
[22]. Similarly taus decaying into three charged pions or kaons are referred to  as 
3-prong and consist mainly of the modes r  —> and r  —> ii7i03n±v, which make up
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61.6% and 33.7% of the total number of 3-prong taus [22]. The production of neutral 
pions in both cases is represented by mr°. The branching fraction of 1-prong and 
3-prong decay modes are approximately 85% and 15% of the total hadronic branching 
fraction respectively [10]. Taus also have 5-prong and 7-Prong hadronic decays with 
very low branching ratios, but are very hard to  differentiate from conventional non-tau 
jets due to high track multiplicities. The branching fraction to modes containing K ± 
is small, of the order of 1% in both 1-prong and 3-prong cases. These modes are 
indistinguishable to  the ATLAS detector from the equivalent K ± decays [22].
CHAPTER 4
THE LHC AND THE ATLAS DETECTOR
4.1 T h e Large H adron C ollider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the highest-energy particle collider ever 
made and is considered as “one of the  great engineering milestones of m ankind” . It 
was built by the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) from 1998 to 
2008, with the aim of allowing physicists to  test the predictions of different theories 
of particle physics and high-energy physics, and  particularly prove or disprove the 
existence of the theorized Higgs particle and of the large family of new particles 
predicted by supersymmetric theories (The Higgs particle was confirmed in 2013). 
The LHC is expected to address some of the unsolved questions of physics, advancing 
human understanding of physical laws.
The LHC is originally designed to collide protons together w ith a  center of 
mass energy of 14 TeV with a luminosity of up to 1034 particles/cm 2/s. The LHC 
also collides heavy ions, apart from proton collisions. This brief introduction will focus 
on the proton collisions. The LHC is located in a 27 Km tunnel 100 m beneath the 
E arth ’s surface. Inside the LHC, two counter ro tating  proton beams collide w ith a 
design energy of 7 TeV. There are four interaction points located around the LHC 
ring (see Figure 4.1) where the collisions occur. The counter-rotating proton beams
24
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consist of bunches, with approximately 1011 protons per bunch and 2808 bunches per 
beam. Each bunch has length, 7.5 cm and a diam eter of 7 / i m .  The proton beams 
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F ig u re  4.1: Diagrammatic representation of the CERN accelerator complex and the 
location of the four LHC experiments [23].
Superconducting dipole magnets are used to keep the protons traversing inside 
the LHC on track. A magnetic field of 8.33 Tesla is produced by these magnets, with 
a temperature of 1.9K. Due to synchrotron radiation the protons incur a loss in their 
acceleration and energy. This happens only when they have reached their design 
energy and are coupled into the beam via eight superconducting cavities [24].
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The protons are accelerated to an injection energy of 450 GeV by the existing 
SPS ring. It takes around 20 minutes to accelerate from 450 GeV to  7 TeV. The half 
life of the beam after the injection phase is 10 hours. The main design parameters are 
shown in T ab le  4.1.
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T able  4.1: Design param eters of the LHC [24]
Param eter Value
Center-of-mass energy 14 TeV
injection energy 450 GeV
luminosity 1034cm~2s
Relativistic gamma 7461
beam current 0.582 A
bunch spacing 7.48 m
bunch spacing/tim ing 24.95 ns
number of protons per bunch 1.1 x 10u
number of protons per bunch 2808
beam angle at the interaction point 300 //rad
half life period of the luminosity 10 h
energy loss per cycle 7 KeV
synchrotron radiation per beam 3.8 kW
stored energy per beam 362 MJ
number of dipole magnets 1232
dipole field strength 8.33 Tesla
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In 2011, the LHC reached a peak p-p luminosity of 3.65 x 1033 cm2 s -1 , about 
10 times higher than the proton anti-proton luminosities routinely th a t were produced 
at the Tevatron.
4.2 A T LA S D etec to r
The LHC has six particle detector experiment associated with it. One of them 
is ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC A pparatus). ATLAS is one of the two general-purpose 
detectors, the other detector is known as CMS. ATLAS weighs about 7,000 tonne 
and is 44 meters long and 25 meters in diam eter. P ro ton  beams circulating inside 
the LHC ring collide or interact at the center of the ATLAS detector. This collision 
or interaction results in the production of a variety of particles w ith a broad range 
of energies [25]. ATLAS does not m easure a particular physical process; instead, is 
designed to measure the broadest possible range of signals. This ensures any new 
physical process or new particle does not go undetected by ATLAS.
The four m ajor components of the ATLAS detector are: the inner detector, 
the calorimeters, the muon spectrometer and the magnet systems [26]. Each of these 
parts consists of multiple layers. The various components of th e  ATLAS detector 
have specific roles. The tracks of the particles are detected precisely by the  inner 
detector, the energy of the particles are measured by the calorimeters, the  muon 
system measures the highly penetrative muons, which cannot be detected by any 
other component of the ATLAS detector [26]. The charged particles in the inner 
detector and the muon spectrom eter are bent by the  two magnet systems and this 
allows their momenta to be measured. None of the sub-detectors are able to detect the
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neutrinos. The momentum mismatch with the detected particles is used for inferring 
the presence of neutrinos. This momentum imbalance is known as transverse missing 
energy. ATLAS detector is hermetic, so all non-neutrinos are detected. This enables 
the momentum imbalance determination required to  detect the presence of neutrinos. 
In the subsequent sections, various sub-detectors of ATLAS, along with the coordinate 
system and geometrical variables, will be discussed. A cut way view of the  ATLAS 
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Figure 4.2: The ATLAS detector [27].
4.2.1 C oordinate System  and G eom etrica l V ariables o f  A TLA S
The coordinate system used by the ATLAS detector is right handed and the 
origin is at the nominal interaction point. The z-axis is defined along the beam 
direction, the x-axis points to center of the LHC ring, and the y-axis goes upwards. 
The x-y-plane is therefore, transverse to the beam axis.
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ATLAS is divided into two sides, the A-side for 2  >  0 and the C side for 2  <  0. 
The azimuthal angle, <j>, is the angle in the x-y plane. The polar angle, 6 , is given by 
the z and r2 — x 2 + y2 coordinates, describing the angle from the  beam  axis. This 
polar angle is used to calculate an im portant quantity called the pseudorapidity. The 
pseudorapidity is given by the following expression:
r) = —In ta n (6 /2). (4-1)
In the case of massive objects, another term  called rapidity is defined as follows :
a =  i l n  [ ( E + p , ) / ( E - p , ) \ .  (4.2)
In the x-y plane, the transverse quantities, transverse energy, E T, transverse missing 
energy, E ™ tss  and the transverse momentum, P t  are defined. The distance in 77 — (f) 
space is given by :
A  R  =  y T V  +  A  (j)2. (4.3)
4.2.2 T he Inner D etector
The Inner Detector (ID) system  is made up of three different sub-detectors 
(Figure 4.3), the Pixel Detector, the Silicon Strip Detector (SCT) and the Transition 
Radiation Tracker (TRT).
The silicon detector is used to  provide the fine granularity and high precision 
necessary to resolve the vertices and very large track density. The outer radius of the 
ID cavity is 115 cm and with a to ta l length of 7 m. To reconstruct the production 
and decay points (vertices) of charged particles the inner detector is used, w ithin a 
solenoidal magnetic field of 2T [27]. The ID has three parts: a  barrel and identical
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F ig u re  4.3: Cut-away view of the ATLAS inner detector [28].
end-caps on each side. The SCT layers are arranged in concentric cylinders around 
the beam axis and the TRT straw  tubes are parallel and  also arranged around the 
beam axis inside the barrel [27]. The magnetic field around the ID causes the charged 
particles, which traverse the ID, to curve. The direction of the curve gives the charge 
of the particle traversing the  inner detector and the m omentum is revealed by the 
curvature of the particle [28].
The origin of the tracks tells us that if particles have come from a decay or not. 
For example if a set of tracks seems to  originate from a  point other th a t the  initial 
point of collision then it can be concluded that it is a decay product [26]. Performance 
requirements of the inner detector include [28]:
•  Good momentum and impact parameter resolutions for tracks Pt  > 0.5 GeV up 
to very high momentum.
•  Must maintain high efficiency and high noise rejection.
•  Must be able to identify the charge of high Pt  tracks.
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•  Must be able to identify the prim ary vertex.
• Must be able to identify electrons.
•  Must be able to reconstruct soft electrons and secondary vertices from b and r
decays.
4.2 .2 .1  T h e P ixe l D etector
The innermost part of the inner detector is the pixel detector. In the pixel 
detector are three layers and three disks th a t are located on each end cap. The total 
number of modules are approximately 1744, each measuring 2 cm by 6 cm. The 
detecting material is silicon and is 250 fim  thick. There are 16 readout chips and other 
electronic components in each module. The pixel is the smallest unit th a t can be read 
out. The number of pixels per module is around 47,000. The pixel size designed to 
be small for extremely precise tracking measurement. In total, there are 80 million 
readout channels which is approximately 50% of the to tal number of channel readout. 
This large channel count created designing and engineering challenges. To continue 
operating after considerable exposure to the beam, all the  components are radiation 
hardened [27].
4 .2 .2 .2  T h e Sem i-C onductor Tracker
The semi-conductor tracker (SCT) is the central component of th e  inner 
detector. Functionally, the SCT is similar to the pixel detector. To enable a coverage 
of larger area, it has long and narrow strips. The measurement of each strip is 80 mm 
by 12.6 cm. The total area is 61 m2 and consists of four double layers of silicon strips. 
There are around 6.2 million readout channels [27].
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4.2 .2 .3  T he Transition R adiationT racker
A straw tracker and a transition radiation detector are combined to make the 
transition radiation tracker (TRT), the outerm ost component of the inner detector. 
The drift tubes in the TRT are the detecting elements. Each tube is 4 mm in diameter 
and approximately 14 cm long. The track position measurement uncertainty is about 
200 mm [26, 27]. In order to reduce the cost, the TRT is not as accurate as the other 
two detectors. The gas inside each straw  is ionized when the charged particles pass 
through it. The voltage of the straws are around 1500V. Negative ions are driven to 
a fine wire down the  center of each straw, producing a  current pulse (signal) in the 
wire [26, 27]. The path of the particle is detected by a pattern of straw hits is created 
by the wires with signals. M aterials with different indices of refraction are present 
between the straws. These m aterials enable ultra-relativistic particles to  produce 
transition radiation. This results in a much stronger signal in some straws [26]. Xenon 
gas is used for increasing the num ber of straws with strong signals. The TR T has 
about 298,000 straws in total.
4.2 .3  C alorim eter
The calorimeter measures the  energies of charged and neutral particles. It 
consists of metal plates (absorbers) and sensing elements. Interactions in the absorbers 
transform the incident energy into a  ” shower” of particles th a t are detected by the 
sensing elements. The calorimeters are situated  outside the solenoidal m agnet th a t 
surrounds the Inner Detector. There are two basic calorimeter systems: an inner 
electromagnetic calorimeter and an outer hadronic calorimeter. Both are sampling
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calorimeters; that is, they absorb energy in high-density metal and periodically sample 
the shape of the resulting particle shower, inferring the energy of the original particle 
from this measurement.The components of th e  ATLAS calorimeter system  cover 
longitudinal depths and different solid angles. Figure 4 .4 . shows an overview of the 
complete calorimeter system.








Figure 4.4: ATLAS calorimeter system from inside[29].
4.2.3.1 E lectrom agnetic ca lorim eter
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) has accordion geom etry in the  di­
rection of azimuthal angle 0. This complicated design enables coherent detection of 
particles of electromagnetic nature without the presence of less active calorimeter or 
dead regions. The resolution of ECAL in 0  is less and more shower reconstruction
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and energy calibration is required because of this accordion geometry [24]. The EM- 
Barrel region is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: EM barrel module with different layers are shown with the electrodes in 
<j> [28]. Also shown is the granularity in rj and (f> of the cells of each of the three layers 
and of the trigger towers.
The electromagnetic calorimeter of the ATLAS calorimeter system is a sampling 
calorimeter. The active medium in this calorimeter is the liquid argon. Capton plated 
copper plates serves as electrodes. The plates are separated into strips with readout 
cells. The passive material is steel plated lead. Liquid argon is filled between the
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electrodes and absorber plates. Liquid argon is chosen because it gives intrinsic 
radiation hardness and a very high resolution.
The role of the EM calorimeter is to measure the electromagnetically interacting 
particles: electrons and photons. The central region of th e  EM calorimeter is called 
the EM-Barrel and the forward region is the EM-Endcap (EMEC). The barrel region 
has a pseudo-rapidity coverage of |r;| < 1.475, while 1.375 < |?/| <  3.2 is covered by 
the end cap [28]. For detection, both use lead-liquid-argon layers. The direction of the 
EM calorimeter is longitudinal and it consists of four layers. To recover the  energy 
lost in dead m aterial upstream , the first layer, the presampler is used. The second 
layer is used for sensitive measurement of the  fine structure of the  shape of the  EM 
shower. Apart from separating the electrons and photons from hadronic showers, the 
second layer also resolves two neighboring photons from a 7r° decay [24]. Due to  the 
fine granularity in rj, this layer is called the strip  layer. The thickest part of the EM 
calorimeter is the third layer. The electromagnetic calorimeter system is completed by 
the EM-Back layer. There are 24 units of radiation length X 0 in a geometrical depth 
of 47 cm in the EM layers [24], This is illustrated in Figure 4.6.
4 .2 .3 .2  H adronic calorim eter
Hadronic calorimeters surround the EM calorimeters in the end cap and barrel 
region. The TileCal is the steel scintillator sampling calorimeter in the barrel part of 
the ATLAS detector. Photomultiplier tubes readout is the active medium. The passive 
medium is steel. The scintillators are made of plastic. The Hadronic calorimeters 
consist of three components. The first is the barrel which has a coverage of \rj\ < 1.0.
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Figure 4.6: The total amount of material w ith radiation length as unit and as as a 
function of 77, in front of and in the electromagnetic calorimeters [28]. The thickness 
of each accordion layer as well as the amount of material is also shown for barrel(left) 
and endcap(right).
There are two extended barrels tha t span 0.8 <  |t?| < 1.7 [24]. Tile calorimeter details 
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Figure 4.7: Tile calorimeter modules segmentation in 77 and depth  in the
extended(right) and central(left) portion of the barrels.
To allow pseudoprojective arrangem ent and geometry of every calo cell the 
readout elements follow an intricate arrangem ent. The electrical and mechanical 
detector infrastructure of the inner detector and the EM calorimeter fills in the gap 
between the barrel and the extended barrel.
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The hadronic end-cap calorimeter (HEC) has an infrastructure similar to the 
EMEC, with copper as passive material and planar geometry. The cryostat of EMEC 
is shared with the HEC and |?7| coverage range is from 1.5 to 3.2. The projective lines 
of HEC is shown in Figure 4.8. The readout cells are in a pseudoprojective grid 
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Figure 4.8: Schematic R  — <f) (left) and R-z (right) views of the hadronic end-cap 
calorimeter. The semi-pointing layout of the read out electrodes is indicated by the 
dashed lines. Dimensions are in mm [28].
Thick copper absorbers of about 25-50 mm with gaps of 8.5 mm in between, is 
used in the liquid argon calorimeters in the end-caps. There are three electrodes in the 
gap. Thus, the maximum drift space is about 1.8 mm. The noise due to electronics is 
from 200 to 1100 MeV per channel. In the end-cap cryostat, the forward calorimeter 
is integrated with the front face about 5m from the interaction point [29].
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HEC uses a high density technique of rods, regularly spaced in a metal matrix, 
so as to provide at least nine interaction lengths of active detector in a very short 
longitudinal space. The matrix is made from copper in the front [24|. Liquid argon is 
filled between the 250-500 mm wide gaps between the m atrix and the rod. The noise 
due to the electronics in a je t cone of A R  =  0.5 is about 1 GeV in E T a t |?7 | =  3.2 
and plummets to 0.1 GeV a t |?7 | =  4.6 [29].
4.2 .3 .3  Forward C alorim eter
The forward calorimeter (FCAL) is located a t 3.1 < |?7 | <  4.9 and plays a 
dominant role for measuring the missing transverse energy. Reconstructions of the 
jets are facilitated by the fine segmentation of the FCAL. Physics analysis related to 
Higgs boson production in Weak Boson Fusion and analysis related to  forward jets 
requires this reconstruction of jets [24, 28]. The FCAL is very similar to liquid argon 
sampling calorimeter in terms of construction. Copper is used in the first layer and 
tungsten is used in the second layer as absorber m aterial [24, 28].
4.2.4 M uon Spectrom eter
The Muon Spectrometer is an extrem ely large tracking system, consisting of 
3 parts: (1) a magnetic field provided by th ree  toroidal magnets, (2) a set of 1200 
chambers measuring with high spatial precision the  tracks of the  outgoing muons, 
(3) a set of triggering chambers with accurate time-resolution. The extend of this 
sub-detector starts at a radius of 4.25 m close to  the calorimeters out to the full radius 
of the detector (11 m). Its trem endous size is required to accurately m easure the 
momentum of muons, which first go through all the other elements of the  detector
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before reaching the muon spectrometer. It was designed to  measure, standalone, the 
momentum of 100 GeV muons w ith 3% accuracy and of 1 TeV muons with 10% 
accuracy. The following requirements are satisfied by the ATLAS muon spectrometer: 
competent use of the bending power of the magnet, coverage pseudo-rapidity range of 
I77I < 3, and practical chamber dimensions for production, transport and installation 
[30]. The position of the muon chambers is illustrated in Figure 4.9.
Thin-gap chambers {ISO





Monitored drift tubes (MDI)
Figure 4.9: ATLAS-Muon spectrometer [31].
The spectrometer has three regions: the  barrel region (77 <  1.05), transition 
region (1.05 < |?7| < 1.4) and end-cap region (77 >  1.4). The Resistive Plate Chambers 
(RPC) are located in the barrel region and the Thin Gap Chambers (TGC) are located 
in the forward region. The high precision tracking system  comprises the Monitored 
Drift Tubes (MDT) and the Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC). The precision chambers
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measure the spatial coordinates in two dimensions. Precision chambers also are 
required to  provide good mass resolution as well as a  good transverse m omentum 
resolution in both the low and high PT regions. The performance benchmark, given 
the magnetic field and the size of the spectrom eter, requires a  position resolution of 
50 fim. The design of the spectrometer is such th a t the particles from the interaction 
vertex always traverse three stations of chambers [30, 31]. The R-Z view of the muon 
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Figure 4.10: R-Z view of the muon spectrom eter in single quadrant High energy 
muons will typically traverse a t least three stations [32],
4.2 .4 .1  R esistive  P la te  C ham bers
Two independent gas gaps formed by two parallel resistive bakelite plates 




Figure 4.11: Concept of an ATLAS RPC. An incoming particle (red arrow) ionizes 
the gas enclosed between the two plates (brown) [32].
The gas mixture is constituted of 94.7% tetra-fluoro-ethane, (a gas which allows 
for relatively low operating voltage), 5% isobutane and 0.3% hexafluoride (SF6) [30, 
31]. Orthogonal pick-up strip planes are placed on both sides of each gas volume. This 
placement facilitates independent measurement of both the r] and 0 coordinates. The 
number of strips (average strip pitch is 3 cm) per chamber is variable: 32, 24, 16 in 
T] and from 64 to 160 in d> [30, 31]. W hen a particle passes through R PC  chambers, 
a high electric field of typically 5 kV /m m  is used to  multiply prim ary ionization 
electrons into avalanches [30, 31]. The capacitive coupling of strips on both  sides of 
the chamber reads the signal.
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4 .2 .4 .2  T h in  G a p  C h a m b e rs
In the Thin Gap Chambers (TGC), two graphite cathode planes th a t form a 
gas volume where gold coated anode wires of 50 fxm diam eter are installed w ith a 
pitch of 1.8 mm. The TGC are very th in  multi-wire proportional chambers [30, 31]. 
The TGC is shown is F ig u re  4.12.
Pickup Strip
Carbon
t m m m
« : electron 
•  :lon
F ig u re  4.12: Concept of an ATLAS TGC showing anode wires and graphite (carbon) 
cathodes [30].
In TGCs the cathode-anode spacing is smaller th an  the anode-anode (wire- 
wire) spacing. This is a primary difference between TGCs and the regular multi-wire 
chambers. This makes the drift time shorter and afford an excellent timing resolution 
of less than 20 ns, which meets the requirement for the identification of bunch crossings 
at 40 MHZ. The gas m ixture used in the ATLAS TG Cs is composed of 55% CO2
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and 45% n-pentane. The readout strips are orthogonal to the anode wires. This 
configuration allows for an independent measurement of the r coordinate provided by 
groups of 4 to 20 wires and of the (f> coordinate [30, 31].
4.2 .4 .3  M onitored  D rift Tubes
Several layers of 30 mm diameter drift tubes, each outfitted with a central fim  
wire, form MDT chambers. MDT is shown is F igure 4.13.
Figure 4.13: Schematic view of an ATLAS M DT module w ith detail of the tube 
arrangement in the inlet [30].
A gaseous mixture of Argon (93%) and Carbon-dioxide (7%) a t a pressure 
of 3 atmospheres operates the MDT. The length of the tubes varies from 70 to  630 
cm as a function of chamber position around the detector [30]. The chambers are 
positioned orthogonal to the r-z plane, which is parallel to  the magnetic field lines in
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both the barrel and the end cap regions, thus providing a very precise measurement 
of the radial coordinate (r) in the transition and end-cap regions and axial coordinate 
(z) in the barrel region. The M DTs provide a  maximum drift tim e of about 500 ns 
(35 fim /n s)  and a single tube (wire) resolution of 80 fim , while the resolution in the 
bending direction is 40 fim. Except in the  innermost ring of the inner station of the 
end-cap, where the particles fluxes are highest, the precision measurements of muons 
tracks are done everywhere using MDTs. In this region the CSC are used [30, 31].
4.2 .5  Trigger
An effective trigger and data acquisition system are integral components of any 
hadron collider experiment. The role of the trigger is to  filter relevant physics events 
out of an overwhelming backgrounds or irrelevant processes to bring down the factor 
approximately by 400,000 and the distribution and storage of large amount of collected 
data is done by DAQ. The reduction of the data  rate is done by the three levels of the 
ATLAS trigger system. These have access to  various levels of detector information 
[24, 28] as shown in Figure 4.14. The first level of trigger is based in electronics on 
the detector while the other two level run primarily on a large com puter cluster near 
the detector. The first-level trigger selects about 100,000 events per second. After 
the third-level trigger has been applied, a few hundred events remain to be stored for 
further analysis.
4.2 .5 .1  Level O ne trigger
To provide a  latency of less th an  2 /is, the Level One trigger is made up of 
custom built electronics. The information from the calorimeter and the muon system is
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F ig u re  4.14: Block diagram of the ATLAS trigger and data acquisition systems [28].
the input for the Level One trigger. The trigger tower reads the information from the 
calorimeter. The path of the electronics is separate for the trigger towers and relates 
to a granularity of 77 x <£ =  0.1 x 0.1. W ith th is granularity, the Level One objects 
are built. The objects are missing transverse energy, electromagnetic clusters and r  
-clusters [24, 28]. The muon trigger candidates are provided by the muon system. A 
trigger signal is issued with a particular energy/momentum threshold, which is based 
on these objects. Another im portant role of these objects is to  serve as a  Region of 
Interest (ROI) for the Level Two trigger [24, 28]. The Level Two Trigger accepts 100 
kHz from Level One. This is the maximum for Level One.
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4.2 .5 .2  Level Tw o trigger
Full calorimeter granularity can be accessed by the  Level Two trigger, only in 
the ROIs th a t is given by the Level One trigger. The tracks from the inner detector 
are available a t this particular stage. To reduce the ra te  roughly around lK H z and 
to improve the decision of the Level One trigger, the information available from the 
tracks and superior reconstructed objects are used.
4 .2 .5 .3  Event F ilter
The Event Filter is used for reprocessing the events which pass the Level Two. 
This consists of the information available from the full detector from all solid angles 
(not only from the ROIs). If the reconstructed events are accepted by the event filter 
or the last trigger stage then they are written to storage with ~100 Hz. The data rate 
in this case is of the rate 10-100 M B /s [24, 28]. Various copies of this raw d a ta  are 
stored at various places. One copy is stored a t CERN and another copy is stored in 
one of the ATLAS Tier One Grid com puting centers worldwide. A block digram  of 


























Figure 4.15: Schematic ATLAS trigger systems [28].
CHAPTER 5
PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION
5.1 In trod u ction
The ATLAS detector, as described in C hapter 4, registers charged particle 
trajectories and energy deposits. This information is used to determine what particles 
were created inside the detector. To do this, numerous algorithms are employed 
th a t use the different characteristic behavior of each particle as it passes through 
the combined ATLAS detector. For example, a hadron will shower in the LAr-EM 
calorimeter where as an electron will not produce any kind of shower. A photon can be 
distinguished from an electron because it will not generate a track in the inner detector 
though the photon will produce a shower similar to an electron. Each algorithm has an 
efficiency, which is the probability of correctly identifying a given particle. Additionally, 
each algorithm has a  fake rate, or the probability of incorrectly identifying another 
particle or detector signature as the particle we are trying to isolate. The goal of any 
particle identification algorithm is to increase its efficiency while reducing its fake rate. 
The many various particles in the decay chain of tt —» W +W~bb —> vr jjb b  presents 
a significant challenges for the ATLAS detector. W ith the exception of photons, an 
exact measurement of this final state requires every particle identification algorithm 
to work and be well understood. ATLAS has algorithms to identify electrons, photons,
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muons, tau  leptons, jets originated from b-quarks, and neutrinos concluded through 
conservation of momentum. Jets introduced from lighter quarks or gluons are also 
reconstructed, but the original particle is not identified. Each of these algorithms 
exploits special multi-variate analysis techniques to categorize the detector signatures. 
These algorithms were established using Monte Carlo simulations, so authentication 
of each algorithm performance in da ta  is essential. These topics are discussed in the 
following sections for each of the particle identification techniques used by this analysis 
with the exception of tau  identification which employs Boosted Decision Trees. The 
identification of tau leptons is discussed separately because it play a vital role in this 
analysis.
5.2 Tracker
A major contribution to particle identification is the particle information from 
the inner detector. Tracks are formed by hits in the silicon sensors of the pixel detector 
or in the silicon tracker, or in the drift tubes of the transition radiation tracker. Every 
hit confines a charged particle to  a given area called a space point. Reconstructing 
these space-points into charged particle trajectories requires dedicated algorithms. 
ATLAS track finding begins from track seeds found by the pixel detector. The inside- 
out algorithm [35] uses the space-points from the pixel detector to  define possible 
vertices and create initial estim ates of possible track trajectories (only trajectories 
with Ft >  100 MeV are considered). Each trajectory is defined by the following track 
parameters:
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•  0 °: the angle of the tracks m om entum  in the xy-plane a t the point closest to 
the interaction point.
• dP: the transverse impact parameter, which is the closest extrapolated distance 
to the interaction point in the xy-plane.
•  9: the polar angle of the momentum in the zy-plane.
• z°: the longitudinal impact parameter, which is the closest extrapolated distance 
to the interaction point in the z-plane.
•  | |^ : The charge of the track divided by its to tal momentum.
Preliminary assessments of the above param eters are revised w ith a  Kalman 
filter as space points from the SCT layers are included. The track trajectory estimates 
include effects from scattering in m aterial and the passage through the  the  ATLAS 
magnetic field. Not all track seeds can be effectively extrapolated into the silicon 
tracker. The smaller numbers of effectively extrapolated tracks are re-fitted with 
a more detailed m aterial model for b e tte r precision. The updated tracks are then 
extrapolated into the transition radiation tracker. The transition radiation tracker 
extensions continue to update the tracks parameter estimates. F igure 5.1 shows an 
example of tracks found in a low luminosity event at ATLAS. In this figure, numerous 
tracks with large curvature can be recognized by eye, b u t are not identified by the 
tracking system. The algorithm in general does not consider these tracks because their 
P t  is too low to be exciting for physics analysis. There can be hundreds of identified 
tracks in the case of high luminosity.
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Figure 5.1: Tracks (highlighted) reconstructed from inner detector space points (gray 
points). Many visible tracks have pT too low to be considered by ATLASs algorithm 
[36].
The reconstructed tracks incorporate errors on their track param eters, and a 
total x 2 demonstrates the difference between the space-points and the extrapolated 
tracks. Contingent on the requirements of the object reconstruction technique, different 
quality cuts are made to select good tracks.
5.3 J et F inding
Jets are one of the most fundamental objects reconstructed in collider experi­
ments. Jets are simply, focussed, groups of energy deposited into the calorimeter. Jets 
are used as inputs to more complex particle identification algorithms, and individually 
for identifying quarks and gluons. Quarks and gluons, due to their color charge, cannot 
exist as free particles, and any quark or gluon th a t is scattered out of the proton 
will hadronize into a spray of color neutral particles. These particles are detected by
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ATLAS and can be amassed to estimate the properties of the initial outbound parton. 
Collections of energy deposits are created using the je t finding algorithm anti-kt [37, 
38] with an R parameter equal to  0.4.
The anti-kt algorithm finds neighboring energy collections and gathers them  
in a  style th a t is driven by the knowledge of QCD. This is done by expressing the 
relationships between calorimeter objects (particles) i and j:
where K t  is the transverse m om entum  of the  object in question (Pt  )• From these 
interactions the algorithm starts  from the  highest pT  object i. It then considers 
particle j  with the smallest A R. If diyj is found to  be reduced, the dB,i, the four 
vectors of i and j  are added, and the new coalesced object becomes i. If dB,i, is 
smaller, then i is labeled as a jet and removed from the objects being considered. The 
progressions are iterated until no objects are found. An example of jets found in the 
ATLAS detector is shown in F ig u re  5.2. This figure is showing the jets as can seen 
in the Atlantis event display used by the ATLAS detector during real time collisions.
(5.1)
d ij =  m in i  i A R li (5.2)
(5.3)
Figure 5.2: Jets identified by the ATLAS detector [36].
The input for the anti-kt algorithm are the topological energy clusters. Topo­
logical clusters are groups of calorimeter cells described by the 4-2-0 scheme [39]. This 
pattern  starts with seed cells, which are defined as cells with a signal to noise ratio  
greater than four. From each seed cell, all contiguous cells with a signal to noise ratio 
above 2 are added to the cluster (it is possible for clusters to merge). Finally, all cells 
neighbor to the cluster with a signal to noise ratio greater than zero are included.
Throughout jet clustering, each cluster is calibrated a t the electromagnetic 
(EM) scale. This scale is suitable for the energy deposited by electrons or photons. 
The subsequent jets are then calibrated with Monte Carlo based Pt  and r) dependent 
correction factors to  account for the average energy lost during nuclear interactions 
in the calorimeter. For such calibration, a Monte Carlo sample of inclusive QCD jet
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events is used to determine the calibration factors. This energy calibration is known 
as the jet energy scale (JES) [40].
Because jets are expressed as energy deposits inside the calorimeter, the only 
source of fake jets are those produced by detector noise or particle signatures th a t 
are left over from previous bunch crossings. Je t quality criteria [41] are applied to 
identify jets not associated to real energy deposits in the calorimeters. These so 
called bad jets can be caused by various sources ranging from hardware problems in 
the calorimeter to the LHC beam  conditions; even atmospheric cosmic-ray induced 
showers can occasionally appear as a  jet. The effect, of these quality cuts on real jets 
originating from a p-p collision is very small.
W ith the jets recognized and calibrated it is necessary to define how well the 
calibration works in data and how accurately the energy resolution and efficiency are 
described. The JES uncertainty is based on the estimation described in [40] except for 
the pile-up contribution, which has been re-evaluated with 2011 data. Pile-up, which 
was considerably larger in 2 0 1 1  th an  in 2 0 1 0 , describes the effects of m ultiple p-p 
interactions in the same event. These added interactions can lead to extra particles, 
which can increase the energy of a jet. Corrections are used to remove the additional 
energy coming from pile-up, and this correction adds a small additional uncertainty 
on the JES. In addition to pile-up, other activity in the event can have similar effects. 
Since we are interested in the properties of jets in tt  events, additional inputs to 
the JES uncertainty must be considered: th e  top  m ulti-jet environment, the  flavor 
composition, and the immediacy of jets to  one another. Each of these uncertainties 
are studied for this analysis, and are included in the JES uncertainty.
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The calorimeter jet reconstruction efficiency (JRE) was derived relative to jets 
built from charged tracks reconstructed in the  inner detector. The reconstruction 
efficiency was defined as the fraction of track jets that can be matched to a calorimeter 
jet. The observed difference between d a ta  and MC is applied to  MC by random ly 
dropping a fraction of jets within this uncertainty range.
W ith the jet energy scale and efficiency measured, we tu rn  to  the je t energy 
resolution (JER). JE R  is measured w ith the di-jet balance and bi-sector techniques. 
These procedures look a t events th a t have two jets in them  th a t are back to  back 
in the transverse plane {4> «  7r). Because of conservation of m omentum, these jets 
are expected to  have the same Pt - The dissimilarities between them  are sensitive to 
the je t energy resolution. T he agreement between these events in d a ta  and MC is 
within 2%. This uncertainty is propagated to MC by smearing each je t transverse 
momentum.
All energy deposits in the th e  ATLAS calorimeter can be classified as jets; 
however, some of these deposits are expected to come from other particles such as 
electrons or tau  leptons. Discriminating these leptons from other je ts  is critical to 
understanding each event.
5.4 E lectron  Identification
Electron identification is a vital tool for discriminating rare physics processes. 
Since electrons have several identifying features, they can be well separated from 
strongly produced jets. Electrons lose 1/e of their energy when crossing a radiation 
length of material. The EM-calorimeters, which are about 25 radiation lengths deep,
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are designed to  encompass the full showers generated by a high energy electron. 
This differentiates them from hadronic particles, which easily pass through the EM- 
calorimeter. Additionally, electrons, as charged particles, have tracks in the inner- 
detector, that discriminate them from photons. ATLAS uses the knowledge from these 
combined systems to identify electrons with algorithms described below, and in more 
detail in Reference [42].
Electron identification begins from energy deposits in the  EM -calorimeter. 
Energy deposits in the cells of the calorimeter are constructed into clusters using a 
sliding window algorithm [39]. This algorithm begins from calorimeter towers, which 
are created by adding all the energy in cells contained in fixed 77 x <f> areas. A window 
of 5 towers by 5 towers is then slid across the  calorimeter in fixed 77 and 4> steps. A 
pre-cluster is formed when the to ta l transverse energy in the window is a t a local 
maximum and larger than 3 GeV. The pre-clusters location is expressed using the 
cells corresponding to the  tower w ith the maximum energy. Final clusters are built 
by adding all cells in each contained layer in a fixed sized rectangle centered on the 
pre-cluster. W hen the clusters have been built, tracks within a 77 < 0.2 and within 
a (j> < 0.2 of the cluster are considered. The track w ith  the least distance to  the 
barycenter of the energy deposits in the middle layer of the cluster is considered to  be 
the greatest match. These clusters form electron candidates, and final discrimination 
is obtained by analyzing the track and cluster information.
The rectangular cuts on several quantities are used to define the final electron 
requirements. The tight quality electrons have the lowest fake rates and lowest 
efficiencies and are used in this analysis. This definition uses:
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•  The ratio of the number of high-threshold hits to the total number of transition 
radiation tracker hits.
•  The to tal number of hits in the transition radiation tracker.
•  The 4> between the cluster and the track in the middle layer of EM calorimeter.
•  A transverse impact param eter less than 5 mm.
• Tracks with at least 1 pixel hit, a t least 1 b-layer hit, and a t least 7 SCT hits.
•  The ratio between the largest and second largest energy deposits.
•  The total lateral shower width.
•  The ratio of cell energies in a  3x7 window versus a  7x7 window. This is used 
because electron clusters tend to be smaller than  hadronic clusters.
•  The ratio of the ET in the 1 st sampling of the hadronic calorimeter to  the ET 
of the EM cluster (used to veto jets which will have hadronic activity).
The cuts on these variables are optimized to  generate an efficiency of 75%. 
Electrons passing the ID selection are also required to have E T > 25 G eV , where 
the E t  is created from the energy of the electrons cluster and the direction of the 
track (E t  =  Ecius/cosh(rjtrack)). Electrons inside the  crack region, where the  barrel 
calorimeter meets the end-cap calorimeter, are excluded (1.37 < \r)ciuater\ < 1-52).
Electrons from quick W  boson decays tend to be isolated from je t activity 
unless there is an chance overlap w ith one of the je ts  in the event. This contrasts, 
strongly with electrons from heavy-flavor decays, th a t tend to occur inside a jet. In 
order to best identify a  top event w ith a  leptonically decaying W , it is appropriate 
to consider leptons resulting from heavy flavor decays as a background. In order to
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quash the background from these sources, we require th a t there is little jet activity in 
the space neighboring the electron. To quantify the je t activity in the neighborhood 
of the electron, a variable referred to  as isolation is used. In this case, “isolation” is 
defined as the sum of E t  in the calorimeter cells w ithin a  cone of A R  = 0 .2 , known 
as EtCone20. To account for the  energy of the  electron, the energy deposited in a 
rectangular window of 5 x 7 calorimeter cells centered on the electron candidate is 
subtracted from the total energy in the isolation cone. Sometimes, electron energy will 
escape out of the 5 x 7  cell window. This leakage is corrected for on average using a 
factor derived from MC. This isolation quantity, however, can introduce dependencies 
on various interactions, which deposit additional energy throughout the detector. The 
extra energy can fall into the isolation cone, despite there being no real je t activity 
from the hard scatter. This extra energy can cause a decline in efficiency as a function 
of the number of additional interactions. This is corrected for on an event by event 
basis, by extrapolating the average energy per area seen in the calorimeter into the 
electrons cone and subtracting it. The final cut on the leakage and pile-up corrected 
isolation is E tC one20 < 3.5 GeV.
The efficiency of finding an electron passing all of the above cuts is measured 
with Z  —> ee events in both data and MC. To achieve this a  “tag and probe” technique 
is used. This technique selects events triggered by an  electron th a t passes the tight 
quality cuts (tag). If a second electron candidate w ithout quality cuts is found in 
the event ( “probe” ), then an invariant mass can be formed from the two electron 
candidates. If this mass is consistent with a decay of a Z boson, then it is very probable 
that both selected electrons are real. The probe electron can then be used to decide
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how often a real electron fires a trigger or passes the  final quality selections. The 
MC usually models the data  well. Scale factors are derived to create param eters in 
any variances in efficiency between the data  and the MC. The electron reconstruction 
efficiency is measured in three rj regions and the scale factor is found to be stable with 
1 except for |ry| >  2.37, where it is ~  0.97. The efficiency and scale factors related with 
the isolation requirement is calculated separately as a  function of rjduster with respect 
to the electron identification, again using Z  —> ee events. To the d a ta  measurement 
and added systematic of 2% is applied for top  quarks to  account for the  fact th a t 
only Z  events are used in the efficiency measurements. The m easured scale factors 
are applied straight to the MC, and varied w ithin their uncertainties to  determ ine 
systematics on the electron acceptance. The small scale factors, together w ith high 
rejection in the electron identification makes it a very worthwhile tool for identifying 
the leptonic decays of the W  bosons manufactured in top quark pair events.
5.5 M uon Identification
Muons, like electrons, are valuable tools for triggering and identifying rare 
processes. Muons, which traverse the entire detector, produce clean signals in the 
muon system. Muon identification sta rts  w ith hits in the  muon system, and uses 
them  to  form tracks, which are extrapolated back into the inner detector. Tracks 
from the inner detector are associated with the extrapolated muon system tracks with 
a minimum y 2 method. The hits of the inner detector track w ith th e  smallest y 2 
with respect to  the extrapolated muon track are associated w ith th a t  muon track. 
To form the best measurement possible, the final track is refitted using joint hits
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from both the inner detector and the  muon system. Muons classified w ith good 
inner detector tracks are labeled “combined” . Only combined muons are considered 
in this analysis. This selection produces a pure set of real muons. Only muons 
with enough transverse energy to  cause the trigger system  to  fire at high efficiency 
(P t(h ) > 20 G e V )  are considered. This selection alone, however, is not enough to 
reduce backgrounds caused by strongly produced jets. Similar to  electrons, various 
real muons are produced by heavy flavor decays. Since there is interest in isolating 
leptons from the t —» Wb —>■ bfiv decay, an isolation cut is used to reduce muons from 
other sources. Unlike electrons, however isolation is defined in the following way. First 
there is a categorical veto for muons neighboring jets. If a reconstructed jet lies inside 
A R(n, closestreconstructedjet) < 0.4 the muon is vetoed. Additionally an explicit 
isolation cone is used E Tcone30(fj.) <  4  G e V  and P r a m e io(^) < 4  G e V ,  where E TconeZo 
is the sum of calorimeter cells within a A R  <  0.3, and Frame30 is the sum of all Pr 
from charged tracks in the inner detectors within a A  R  <  0.3.
Similar to electron identification, the muon efficiency was measured with a tag 
and probe method utilizing Z  —> /i/i events. For any muon inefficiencies with respect 
to MC, MC events containing a reconstructed muon passing all the above selections 
are weighted directly by the trigger efficiencies measured in data. U ltim ate isolation 
cuts are also accounted for by smearing scale factors to the MC, similar to  electrons.
5.6  B -tagg in g
A vital choice criteria for the analysis of events containing top  quarks is the 
identification of jets originated from b-quarks. The b-jets are differentiated from the
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light quark jets mainly by the relative long lifetime of b-flavored hadrons. The long 
lifetime of the b-flavored hadrons produce a significant flight-length, this in turn  results 
in a measurable secondary vertices and im pact param eters of the decay products of 
the b-hadrons.
The analysis exploits the CombNN b-tagger, which combines two b-tagging 
algorithms with a neural network to  extract a  tagging decision for each jet. One of 
the two combined b-taggers, Je tF itte r, uses the topology of weak b-hadron decays 
into c-hadrons inside a jet. A likelihood based m ethod is applied using the masses, 
momenta, flight-length significances, and track multiplicities of the reconstructed 
vertices as inputs to  differentiate between b-jets and light jets. An example of a 
b-tagged je t with a good identified secondary vertex is seen in F ig u re  5.3. To
F ig u re  5.3: B-tagged jet, w ith a good reconstructed secondary vertex (red circle) 
[36].
additionally increase the flavor discrimination power, a second b-tagger is employed 
tha t does not attem pt to directly reconstruct decay vertices. In its place, this tagger 
(IP3D) uses the transverse and longitudinal im pact param eter significances of each
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track within the jet to establish a likelihood th a t the jet derives from a b-quark. The 
IP3D and Je tF itte r tagger results are joined using an artificial neural network to 
produce a single differentiating variable th a t is used to make tagging decisions. The 
result of this combination is known as the CombNN algorithm [43].
This analysis cuts on the CombNN output to accept b-jets with approximately 
70% efficiency in t t  decays. The corresponding rejection rate is 5% for charm jets and 
99 for light flavor jets. The perform ance estim ates of the  b-jet taggers are derived 
on specific data  samples. These performance evaluations are propagated into t t  MC 
using scale factors for the tagging and mis-tagging efficiencies.
5.7 M issing Transverse M om entum
Correctly estimated, the missing transverse energy represents the  combined 
transverse momentum of all particles th a t escape detection. T he determ ination of 
this quantity however is difficult because the  energy deposited in the detector must 
be calibrated, and this calibration relies on the particles classified. The E ^Uss in this 
analysis is calculated straight from clusters th a t are corrected to  the  energy scale 
suitable for the objects related to them . The calibration of each cluster is done in a 
fixed manner to escape double counting clusters associated to more than  one object. 
First, muons, which are not predominantly measured by the calorimeter, are included 
using their momentum as measured from their track. Next, the topological clusters 
that are identified with electrons are calibrated at the EM-scale. Clusters fitting to jets 
(but not to electrons) are divided into those th a t belong to  high Pt  jets (Pt  >  20 GeV) 
and soft jets (Pt  < 20 GeV). Pt  je ts with high Pt  are adjusted at the JES, whereas
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low P t  jets (SoftJets) are calibrated at the EM-scale. The remaining clusters not 
related to any object are encompassed at the  EM-scale in the so-called called the 
CellOut term. The low P t  jet terms and the unassigned clusters are calibrated in the 
same manner and are functionally equivalent. The low P t  jets, however, are required 
for evaluating systematics on the JES since varying the JES can push jets over/under 
the P t  cut used for deciding their calibration. Exploiting the above terms the Ej?tss 
is calculated using E quation  5.4 and E quation  5.5:
p tn i s s  _  E le c tro n s  _j_ p j e t s  _|_ p S o f t j e t s  _|_ ^ m u o n  _j_ p C ellm it ^
E™iSS =  y J { v tSSY  +  i'PTSS)2- (5-5)
Every part of the objects used for calibration employ the same quality selection
as considered above in order to be coherent with the rest of the analysis. However, to
develop the E t xss resolution, the objects have lower PT cuts. For example electrons 
with a Pt  > 10 GeV are used. To supplement, the isolation cuts for electron and 
muon identification are not applied, since these cuts are designed to  reject actual 
electrons and muons (those coming from heavy flavor decays) th a t should be included 
a t their proper scale in the E ^1lsa com putation. The most noteworthy sources of 
uncertainty associated with Ej?lss come from the scale and resolution of the objects 
used. Each of the objects in the E ^ l3S calculation have an uncertainty associated 
with its energy scale and energy resolution. For electrons, high Pt  jets, and muons 
these uncertainties are disseminated into the E t 1ss• For the high pT  jets, the E ^ lss 
uncertainty also takes into consideration the jet efficiency uncertainty by reducing the 
je t contribution to the E t iss to the EM-scale and properly includes the transition
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between EM-scale, and JES a t the PT =  20 GeV limit. For the SoftJet and CellOut 
terms, the key uncertainty arises from the energy scale of the topological clusters.
CHAPTER 6
BOOSTED DECISION TREES AND TAU  
IDENTIFICATION
In data  mining, classification and prediction models are powerful tools to  find 
valuable hidden knowledge to  make intelligent decisions [44]. M any such practices, 
such as neural networks, actually play vital roles in particle physics by distinguishing 
signal events from huge backgrounds. In this analysis, a  technique called Boosted 
Decision Trees (BDT) is employed to develop tau  identification for rejecting jets faking 
taus and electrons faking taus.
In this chapter, particle physics jargon (instead of a computer science language) 
is used to  clarify the BDT concept and working algorithm  used in this analysis. 
Section 6.1 presents decision trees. Section 6.2 introduces a  technique called boosting, 
which enhances the performance of decision trees. Section 6.3 discusses about one 
transformation of BDT output.
6.1 D ecision  Trees
A decision tree is a prevalent predictive classification technique to investigate 
concealed knowledge in data by making a flow-chart decision tree using sample learning. 




Typically, particle physicists are concerned w ith only two rough classes of 
samples: signal and background. A binary decision tree can be initiated and used to 
do this classification. Because the classification can be visualized by a simple binary 
tree structure, in this respect, a decision tree is similar to a rectangular-cuts analysis 
[45]. A decision tree growing process (also called building, learning, or training) is 
graphically demonstrated in F ig u re  6.1.
x4>C4 ; ; X4<C4 '
x2<C2 x3>C3 x3<C3
x1<C1x >C
F ig u re  6.1: Illustration of growing of a decision tree.
For training, the inputs are two categories of samples: train ing sample and 
testing sample. The training sample is used for machine learning whereas the testing 
sample is for estimating the decision tree performance. These training samples have 
the topological and kinematic variables for events we are interested in. The splitting
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criteria is the one which evaluate the ideal partitions of the data into respective classes:
signal and background. The procedure for growing trees is as follows:
•  Normalize the signal training samples with respect to the background training
samples.
•  A node means a group of events. Begin with the root node 1 including all 
training events.
•  The variable X \  is chosen by splitting criteria to separate the whole sample to 
two classes by the cut value: C l. Use mass voting to  decide the class of split 
samples.
•  Continue to split the resulting nodes from the previous step by chosen variables 
X2, X3, and X4.
•  When some stop criterion is attained, cease splitting and return  either a binary 
bit ±1 (signal and background) or the signal purity of the leaf contents.
A subsequent decision tree consequently is constructed with numerous nodes at 
diverse depths. Every splitting node should have a splitting test and a voting outcome 
saved so that it makes a decision when a precise event passes it in later BD T output 
estimates.
The separation algorithm used in splitting nodes in growing a tree plays a  very 
significant role in the performance of the resulting decision trees. Software called the 
Toolkit for M ultivariate D ata Analysis in RO O T (TMVA) [46] is employed in this 
analysis.
A Gini index approach executed in TMVA is the  separation criterion th a t 
evaluates the impurity of a class-labeled training sample D in this analysis.
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The Gini index is expressed as:
G ini(D )  =  p ( l  — p), (6-1)
for a binary decision tree where p is the probability th a t  a node belongs to  class 
signal or background. Then for every variable, each of th e  probable binary splits is 
considered and the subset th a t gives the lowest Gini index is selected. This lowest 
Gini index approach maximizes the difference in im purity between the m other node 
and the two daughters.
6.2 B o o sted  D ecision  Trees
Decision trees have wide-ranging functions in social science. W hile the per­
formance of decision trees is exceptional, an inadequacy is their instability due to 
statistical fluctuations when the tree structure is a derivative from the training sample 
[45]. A little change in the training sets may produce great variation in the classification. 
A frequently used technique called boosting can overcome this lim itation by building 
a forest of decision trees and making a decision on a mass vote based on each tree in 
the forest. Boosted decision trees were previously used by the MiniBooNE experiment 
[47, 48] and the single top quark production measurement of the DO experiment [49, 
50] and the CDF experiment [51].
Boosting is a broad procedure, which is not lim ited to decision trees only but 
can be functional with any weak classifier. The most prevalent boosting model is called 
adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) in which misclassified events during the training of a tree 
are given higher event weights in the next cycle of tree training [31]. The preliminary 
decision tree is trained starting with the original event weights. Misclassified events
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are then given higher weights by multiplying by a common boost weight a  defined as:
q =  l - e r ^
e r r o r
where error is the misclassification error rate of the previous tree and b is a parameter 
requiring optimization (usually it is set as 0.5). Simultaneously, the complete event 
sample is normalized back to the sum of weights in the initial tree set.
If h i ( x )  is the result of the i th decision tree given input variables x, then  the
output of all boosted decision trees is computed by:
V b d t ( x )  =  l n ( x i ) h i ( x ) ,  (6.3)
ie F o re s t
where the sum is steered over all trees of the forest. The ideal num ber of trees in a 
forest is analysis-dependent. A forest which is too huge spoils com puting resources 
and may also suffer from worsening performance as it becomes too specialized on the 
training sample (overtraining).
6.3 B D T  O u tp u t and Transform ation
Once a forest of trees is constructed, classification on an autonom ous sample 
of interest should be done tree by tree and E quation  6 .3  is used to  analyze a final 
output of the forest. This step is the calculation of BDT outputs. BDT outputs have 
a flow-chart structure. When calculating the output of each tree, each event accepts 
decisions made by the tests saved a t each node, hence traces down the tree structure 
until it reaches the last node. The signal-purity value a t the stop node is the BDT 
output of the event. The BDT output value is exploited to  measure the classification 
of the event. The BDT output covers the range of [0,1].
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Due to boosting, the ou tpu t is usually pushed to  the middle of the range. 
Signal-like events should have BDT scores close to 1 while background should be close 
to 0. F ig u re  6.2 shows an example of a  decision tree.
Instead of using the original BD T outpu t value (signal purity) above, it is 
occasionally essential to  convert the ou tpu t to  avoid the  problems caused by sparse 
population in extreme signal an d /o r background regions and inadequate statistics. 
Therefore, after the conversion, the BD T ou tpu t values will spread over the whole 
range [0, 1]. A transformation function is empirically defined as:
var4<0.263
var1 + v a r2 > -0 .8 0 1var1+ v a r2 > 0 .3 5 1
F ig u re  6.2: Illustration of boosted of an actual decision tree.
T  rans fo rm a t ion Function sig n a l (6.4)
B D T g ig nai T B  DTbackgroujid
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where B D T signai and BDTbackground are original BDT purity distributions normalized 
with each other tha t are shown in of F ig u re  6.3.
BOTmponM
F ig u re  6.3: Original BDT purity ou tpu t distributions normalized.
Thus a transform ation histogram  is obtained. However, if th is histogram  is 
used to transform original BDT distributions, then the BDT probability distributions 
obtained are very spiky due to granularity. So, a  procedure is necessary in which the 
transformation histogram is fit by means of an error function. The fitted function is 
used to replace the histogram.
6.4 T au  Id e n tif ic a tio n
The tau  lepton is the only lepton with a lifetime short enough to  decay inside 
the detector. The good thing is th a t the tau  lepton decay products are well studied.
While finding each particle je t is a  simple process, determining whether a jet 
was the result of a colored particle hadronizing or of a tau  is quite challenging. To do
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this. ATLAS engages a two-step method for tau  identification [52]. First tau  candidates 
are located. Second a multi-variate technique is applied to  further discriminate each 
tau  candidate from backgrounds. Tau candidates are established using the anti-kt 
algorithm with a A R  value of 0.4. Each candidate is then allotted all tracks found 
within a A R  < 0.2 of the core axis of the tau  candidate.
W hen this preliminary tau  candidate finding has been completed, a m ulti­
variate analysis is used to distinguish between ta u  leptons and strongly produced 
particle showers. One further complication is th a t electrons are also identified as jets, 
but have very different shower properties and m ust be rejected using an additional 
multi-variate technique. This measurement uses two boosted decision trees (BDTs). 
The first BDT separates taus from strongly produced jets. The second BDT separates 
taus from electrons. ATLAS supports two other multi-variate techniques: one based 
on a likelihood and the other based on a series of E T dependent cuts. Because these 
methods provide inferior rejection, they were not considered for this study. Figure






Figure 6.4: Inverse background efficiency in dijet d a ta  as a function of signal 
efficiency in W  —> t v  and Z  —> t t  MC events for all discriminants on 1-track and 
3-track candidates [52],
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6.5 F inal Identification
To create the final tau  identification, two BDTs are trained. The variables 
used as inputs to the BDT are described in appendix A. Each BDT is tra ined to 
reject a certain background. T he B D T j is designed to  discard intensely produced 
jets faking taus, and the B D T e is designed to  reject electrons faking taus. To tra in  
each BDT, a signal sample of real taus is needed, as well as a  sample of fake taus 
originating from the background of significance. The set of real taus was obtained 
from P yth ia  simulation of Z  —> t + t ~ , W  —> t v ,  and Z ' —> t + t~~  processes. These 
three samples provide a good mix of tau  leptons from low to high energies. For the 
B D Te background sample electrons from P y th ia  simulated Z  —> ee events are used. 
The je t background, however, is not estim ated to  be accurately sim ulated by MC; 
consequently, di-jet events were selected directly from the recorded data. These events 
were required to have at least two tau  candidates separated by A (f> > 2.7. The leading 
tau candidate is needed to have a P t  >  30 GeV and the sub-leading candidate with a 
P t  >  15 GeV. Each event is collected by a LI je t trigger. To decrease the biases that 
are initiated by the jet trigger, the sub- leading candidate is used for training.
Each sample is then divided into two sets: a training set and an evaluation 
set. One conceivable pitfall of multi-variate techniques is over-training. Over-training 
arises when the decision tree optimizes on statistical fluctuations. In the intense case, 
a tree could be produced with one node per event, giving seamless identification in a 
training sample. To check for over-training, the BDTs identification is also evaluated 
in the assessment group. If similar rejection is seen in the train ing and evaluation 
group, then the risk of over-training is small. The evaluation group can also be used to
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give an unbiased estimate for the final fake rate and efficiencies. The BD Te is required 
to be greater than 0.51 for all tau candidates, and the BD Tj distribution itself is used 
later in this analysis for estimating the m agnitude of the  fake je t background.
Tau lepton decays can be constructed from bo th  EM and hadronic energy 
deposits. Consequently, a tau candidate cannot be calibrated at the EM-scale. Such a 
calibration would undervalue the energy involvement from hadrons. Nor can a  tau  be 
calibrated at the jet energy scale, as this would overvalue the contribution of photons. 
Therefore, an extra scale, the tau  energy scale must be calculated. For the tau  energy 
calculation only clusters located within an inner cone with A R  < 0.2 are used. This 
small cone size gives some resistance to pile-up while still arresting most of the taus 
decay products. The final tau  energy scale is obtained from Monte Carlo simulations 
studies, which associate the true visible energy (all particle energies with the exception 
of neutrinos) of the tau as simulated to the detectors response. The detectors reaction 
is binned in total energy, r/, and by prong (1-prong and multi-prong). Tau candidates 
are corrected by the tau  energy scale to recover the expected true visible energy.
CHAPTER 7
EVENT SELECTION AND  BACKGROUND  
ESTIMATION
7.1 D a ta sets  and S im ulations
Monte Carlo samples intended for the analysis of the 2011 da ta  are delivered 
by the M C ll campaign of the ATLAS production group. The sample statistics of 
the M C ll production round are such th a t the statistical uncertainties obtained when 
working with the Monte Carlo simulated samples remain less than those acquired when 
working w ith the 2011 data  sample. In this analysis, the estim ation of the m ulti-jet 
background is only performed with data-driven techniques, consequently none of the 
QCD Monte Carlo samples is used here because simulated samples are not sufficient 
to evaluate this type of background due to  low statistics. Montecarlo generators and 
samples are detailed in Appendix C.
The SM background and signal samples used in this study are summarized in 
Table 7.1., respectively.
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T able 7.1: Cross sections and dataset ID numbers for the main SM Monte Carlo samples. In this table, £ refers to the three 
lepton families e ,  / i  and r  [56]
Process Generator Sample(s) Cross section (pb)
tt with at least one lepton £ MC@NLO 105200 91
tt  with no lepton MC@NLO 105204 76.2
Single top quark t  (with £) AcerMC 117360-2 20.9
Single top quark s (with £) MC@NLO 108343-5 1.5
Single top quark W t (inclusive) MC@NLO 108346 15.7
107680-5 (eu)
W  (£v) + jets ALPGEN 107690-5 {fiv) 3.1 x 104
107700-5 ( t v )
Wbb + jets ALPGEN 107280-3 1.3 x 102
107650-5 +  116250-5 (ee)
Z/Y{££) +  jets, m{££) > 10 GeV ALPGEN 107660-5 +  116260-5 (/x/x) 1.5 x 104
107670-5 +  116270-5 ( t t )
109300-3 (ee)
Z /7 * (£ £ ) 6 6  +  jets, m{££) > 30 GeV ALPGEN 109305-8 (/x/x) 38.7
109310-3 ( t t )
W W HERWIG 105985 17.0
z z HERWIG 105986 1.3
w z HERWIG 105987 5.5
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The events in the Monte Carlo samples are passed through the GEANT4 
simulation [53, 54] of the detector. Then the reconstruction is done applying the same 
algorithms that are used for data. Together with the requirement of having 7 TeV pp 
collisions with stable beams, this results in a 2011 d a ta  sample of 4 .7 /5 -1 , w ith an 
uncertainty of 3.9% [55].
The LHC peak luminosity exceeded 1033cm_2s _1 for most of the 2011 data- 
taking period, (See F ig u re  7.1) a level at which more than  one interaction per bunch 
crossing occurs (on average, 6.3 and 11.6, respectively before and after the September 
2011 technical stop, during which the /3-value was reduced from 1.5 to  1.0 m). In
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F ig u re  7.1: Peak instantaneous luminosity per fill in 2011.
addition, the LHC ran with an in-train bunch separation of 50 ns. To simulate pileup, 
the events in the minimum bias stream  are generated with PY TH IA , considering 
changing or variable pileup rates, and they are added to  the processes th a t are hard
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for evert Monte Carlo. In this analysis, the events from Monte Carlo simulations are 
re-weighted, in such a way so as to m atch the average number of pile-up interactions 
hfii in the data  [57].
On April 30th 2011, during part of the data taking period, 6 Front End Boards 
(FEB) for the Liquid Argon calorimeter read-out were unusable. This failure affected 
the read-out of the second and third layers of the EM Barrel calorimeter in a thin slice 
in (j) (—0.64 < <f> < —0.74) for half of this part of the calorimeter (0 < <j> < 1.4), referred 
to as the LAr Hole. This leads to a degradation in the reconstruction performance of 
calorimeter quantities for objects pointing to  this area. Runs 180614 to  185353 are 
affected, included in periods D to  H. Most of these FEBs where recovered during a 
technical stop before the start of period I. Since this problem existed for a substantial 
period of time, the affected region of the calorimeter was excluded while the FEBs 
were not functioning. This procedure was performed to both data and to an equivalent 
fraction of the MC.
7.2 C hoice o f  th e  tt  C hannel
The t t  events are recognized by the decay of the IT-bosons originating from 
the two top quarks. Consequently there are three distinctive categories of tt  —> r  + X  
appearing taus:
•  Tau +  jets: One of the  W -bosons decays to  a hadronic ta u  and the second 
decays to a light quark pair. The event is characterized by the presence of a 
hadronic tau, four jets (two are b-jets) and large E j f lss coming from the neutrino 
produced with the tau.
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• Tau +  lepton: One W-boson decays to a hadronic tau  with the second decaying 
to either an electron or a muon. The event signature consists of a hadronic 
tau, single high energy lepton, two b-jets and E ^llss coming from the neutrinos 
produced in both W  decays.
•  Two tau  events: Both W -bosons decay to hadronic taus. Two b-jets are also 
produced and large Ej?lss observed.
For this analysis only tau  interpreted as the hadronically decaying are considered. 
Taus decaying to leptons were grouped in with the leptonic decay of the top as they 
are virtually indistinguishable from an experimental viewpoint.
Of the three event topologies, the tau  +  jets and tau  +  lepton cases are the 
most useful. Both have advantages and disadvantages coupled w ith them . The tau  
-I- jets channel has the advantage th a t one of the top quarks in the  t t  pair decays 
hadronically and so can be fully reconstructed. This has the advantage th a t plotting 
the invariant mass of the hadronic top provides a  method of verifying whether selected 
events do indeed come from a tt pair. Nevertheless, the signature for this channel 
comprise of a hadronic tau, four hadronic jets and E ^ lss. Consequently, it would 
be expected to  suffer from large QCD backgrounds in the  environment of a  proton 
collider. Considering the tau +  lepton channel, the circumstances are largely inverted.
Two tau events suffer the same disadvantages as both of the other two channels 
in that they do not contain a  lepton for QCD suppression and neither top quark can 
be fully reconstructed.
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7.3 E ven t S election
As explained in the previous section, the tau  +  jets channel in the decay of 
a tt decay is characterized by the presence of a hadronically decaying ta u  lepton, 
two jets initiatied by b quarks, two light quark jets (plus any additional jets created 
by gluon radiation) and large Ej?lss due to  the m anifestation of neutrinos from the 
W  —y ru  process. In addition to  the  object selections already described, an initial 
event selection was introduced to discard any events which do agree with the expected 
tau  +  jets topology.
Before applying any kind of cuts event level cleaning cuts are applied. These 
cuts consists of various th a t allows to  select events th a t are good for this analysis. 
Additionally the trigger is also incorporated in these cuts .
7.3.1 Event C leaning
Subsequent to  checking the quality of da ta  as prescribed by the top working 
group of ATLAS, additional cuts and selections are applied to clean the events such as 
rejecting events where any jet with Pt  > 20 GeV fails the quality cuts. This is to make 
sure th a t no jets in the event is originated from the detector effects like ambiguous 
noise in the electromagnetic calorimeter or backgrounds from the non collision. Spikes 
in the hadronic end-cap calorimeter is also removed. Additionally events with primary 
vertex (i.e. with the largest sum of track momenta) and having tracks less th an  five 
are rejected.
To manage the failure of six front-end boards in the Liquid Argon (LAr) barrel 
calorimeter during the periods E-H of the 2011 data, events with a calorimeter je t in
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the neighborhood of this “LAr hole” are discarded. This veto is applied together with 
the jet cleaning, if an electron or a jet with E t  larger than 15 or 20 GeV, respectively, 
satisfies 0.1 <  ?7 < 1.5 and 0.5 <  0 < 0.9.
7.3.2 Trigger
The analysis presented here depends on events passing a  combined r  and 
transverse missing energy trigger. For periods B-K, the trigger has a P t  threshold at 
29 GeV for the r  object and a  E ^ ‘lss threshold at 30 GeV for the data-periods B-K 
(tau29_medium_ xe35_ noMu). For the data-periods L-M, the trigger has the same 
PT thresholds, but additionally requires three Level-1 je ts  with a minimum P t  of 10 
GeV (tau29T_medium_xe35_noMu_3LlJ10). In both cases, no correction is applied for 
muon objects. The efficiency of these triggers, as measured in signal simulation after 
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Figure 7.2: Trigger efficiency for the both  triggers used in this analysis.
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7.3.3 Event se lection  cuts
Event selection consists of event cleaning and trigger cuts as described in the 
previous section followed by the offline selection involving jets, b-jet tagging and, 
r  identification. The baseline selection has been optimized using sim ulated events, 
is based on the objects and definitions in C hapter 5 and  consists of the  following 
requirements:
•  Good Run List and Liquid Argon Correction.
•  Tau+ E ^ lss trigger.
•  F irst vertex is prim ary or pileup and the  num ber of associated tracks is more 
than four.
•  Veto events with electrons or jets in the LAr hole, and with e-mu overlap.
•  No LooseBad jet with pT  > 20 GeV and E  > 0 GeV, veto if liquid argon error 
is present
• At least 4 jets with pT  > 20 GeV and I77I <  2.4 and |(JV F ) | > 0.75.
•  Exactly 1 tau  jet with p T  > 20 GeV; this tau: p T  > 40 GeV m atched w ith 
trigger tau.
• Lepton veto: remove events with any reconstructed muons or electrons.
• E%fiss > 65 GeV.
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•  At least 1 b-tagged jet.
•  r  PT < 120 GeV.
The number of events surviving after all the cuts referred to as the “baseline 
selection” . Various selection variables after all cuts are shown in F ig u re  7.3 and the 
number of events surviving after each cut for da ta  and various monte carlo samples is 
shown in T ab le  7.2.
EJ“  [GeV] N um ber o f B-jets
Number of jets P f  [GeV]
F ig u re  7.3: Various selection variables after all cuts (baseline selection).
T able 7.2: Cut flow numbers
Cuts TopSignal Single Top W-Jets Z-Jets Diboson Total Data
No Cuts 453935 179805 1.48489e+08 1.51664e+07 112299 746039 1.52989e+08
GRL k k ,  larError!=2 453935 179805 1.48489e+08 1.51664e+07 112299 746039 1.42138e+08
Trigger(r+met) 84052.6 17677.5 4.206166e+06 102960 11907.2 216597.3 1.14339e+07
Primary vertex, ntr>  4 83978.5 17657.1 4.03929e+06 102486 11799.5 215921 1.1429e+07
LAr FEB 82231.8 17387.9 3.98186e+06 98743.6 11475.9 209839.2 1.10973e+07
Jet cleaning 81956 17332.6 3.96972e+06 98370.9 11437.6 209097.1 1.10637e+07
N Jets>=4 52453 5742.16 93572.7 14450.6 1150.89 167369.35 7.03234e+06
= =  1 r 891.584 73.839 903.854 240.012 3.57678 2112.86578 15930
lepton veto 798.101 70.0209 883.699 213.794 2.39721 1968.01211 15788
MET>60 660.855 55.5974 693.13 129.899 1.84775 1541.32915 3823
> =  1 Bjet 537.733 41.5798 122.716 17.9674 0.612834 720.609034 1269




7.4 B ackground E stim ation
The contribution of the QCD je ts  background is estim ated by developing a 
data driven tem plate for the shape of the QCD, Ejniss) trijet mass combinations and 
di jet mass distribution and fitting th a t tem plate to the data in the baseline selection. 
The trijet mass combinations that is mentioned previously is the combination of three 
jets, in which one the jets is b-tagged. F igu re 7.4 illustrates this.
1-b ta g  S itua tion
B-jet
2 -b  ta g  S itua tion
Jets Pt ordered 
Other jets B -je t Other jets
Di jet* mass
• •0# • 0®
• •§••00/v ..........
f • 9 ®^o®
0 #
TriJet_mns_b1jj
TilJet.m m Jiljj TriJet_mass_b2jj
Figure 7.4: The procedure to  obtain the trijet mass combinations.
The samples with the baseline selection is referred to as baseline sample. The 
tem plate is generated from a control sample of events in data. The control sample 























The control sample is defined using all baseline selection criteria, except tha t 
the t candidate is required to  have a BDT score of 0.1. The distribution of the 
variables used in fitting after all cuts for the baseline selection is show in F ig u re  7.5.
iT-TT'TT'T'TT,|...rTn...r| T,.rTT..j..ITT.,|.,TyrT.T,rj TTTn-|...r.(.,r.ry1
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F ig u re  7.5: Variables used in fitting after baseline selections.
The distribution of the variables used in fitting for the inverted selection is 
shown in F ig u re  7.6.
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F ig u re  7.6: Variables used in fitting after inverted (loose ta u  id and not tight) 
selections.
The fitting tem plate is obtained for QCD by subtracting from d a ta  all MC 
samples (signal+ all backgrounds). The four variables that are used in fitting are 
concatenated together to form a single tem plate. The d a ta  and MC samples has all
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the baseline selections except the previously mentioned tau  id. The comparison of the 
tem plate with respect to data is shown in F igure 7.7.
fit.data
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Figure 7.7: The tem plate for fitting compared w ith data. The tem plate shows a 
good agreement with data.
The result of the fit along with the error associated with each fraction is shown 
in Figure 7.8. The QCD fraction is determ ined to be (42 ±  3)%, where the error 
includes only statistical effects. Different fit algorithms have been tested and lead to 
consistent results. While fitting the fractions were allowed to vary with in their errors. 
As can been seen in Figure 7.8 along with QCD fraction, the t t  bar fraction along 










Figure 7.8: Fractions of signal, QCD and all backgrounds along with errors.
The distribution of the fitting variables after fitting is shown in F igure 7.9. 
This means th a t the fractions were used to scale the QCD and MC samples. The 
distributions show good agreement between da ta  and MC.
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Figure 7.9: Fit to various fitting variables after all selection cuts using two shapes: 
one for the QCD model and one for all other background processes.
CHAPTER 8
CROSS SECTION EVALUATION A ND  SYSTEMATICS
8.1 C ross S ection
The t i  cross section (cr«) is the  probability of generating a  i t  event in a  p - 
p collision. For a certain integrated luminosity (L ), the  average num ber of events 
produced (N ti) is:
Nu = at r L. (8 .1 )
As discussed earlier only about 15% of these events decay into r  +  je ts  final 
state. Of that percentage, only some of the events are captured by the ATLAS detector 
(N Signai), because the detector does not cover the  complete 77 range; i.e., the detector 
acceptance (A) is less than 100%. Even if the event is detectable, only a fraction of 
them (e) will be properly classified. The number of classified signal events is therefore 
related to the total number of produced events by:
N t{ =  , (8 .2 )
i x  € r eco
where ereco = e ■ A.
The actual number of events observed in the da ta  (Ndata) will include all other 
background physics processes th a t can imitate the signal process. Thus, the observed
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number of signal events in data is given by:
Nsignal NData ' ftt-> (8.3)
where f a  =  fraction of signal events in data. This fraction is obtained from the log 
likelihood fitting of signal MC, all background MCs and data. The details can be 
found in Chapter 7.
Thus the final cross section is given by:
The inputs for the cross section are defined as follows:
•  N Signai = Observed number of t i  events.
•  Nreco =  Total number of t i  events th a t is obtained from top signal MC.
•  Ntotal = Total number of events.
•  BR =  Branching ratio.
•  L =  Luminosity.
The input variables to the cross section calculation are determined as follows:
N t t    N s i g n a l (8.4)
8.2 C ross S ection  E valuation
Nsignai =  N ^ta * f tl =  1108 * 0.399512 =  442.65, (8.5)
W , =  Nnco/Nuu, =  11720.5/1.16593- E 7  = 1.012E  -  3, (8.6)
Cl lep +  Cno lep
=  91.0/(91.0 +  76.2), (8.7)
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where crx iep =  predicted cross section of t i  w ith one lepton and ano iep =  predicted 
cross section of t i  with no lepton. This branching ratio is so defined because the “All 
Hadrons” branch is excluded from the signal MC set.
The results of Equations 8 .5  - 8 .7  and L were inserted into E q uation  8.4  
to evaluate the cross section. The cross section value obtained is :
ati =  170.6 ±  12 (s ta t .) pb.
8.3 D iscussion  on S ystem atic  U n certa in ties  and F inal C ross S ection
The two broad categories of system atic uncertainties are: theoretical and 
experimental [57]. Both of these categories are evaluated for th is analysis. A brief 
discussion on systematics is given in Appendix B. The various sources for systematics 
are:
•  Particle identification and miss-tagging: Particle identification and miss-tag rate 
and also modeling of the shape gives rise to systematic uncertainties.
•  Background from MC: These errors are associated with from the modeling of the 
various background sources. This includes normalization uncertainties obtained 
in the calculations based on theory .
•  Luminosity from detector: This error in the luminosity is associated w ith the 
uncertainty in the detector acceptance.
•  Luminosity from cross section: The uncertainty in the luminosity th a t arises 
from the cross sections (inelastic and diffractive) uncertainties.
•  Signal modeling: The signal part of the da ta  results in this system atic. Uncer­
tainties associated with the modeling of the signal, which includes variations
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from initial sta te  radiation (ISR), final s ta te  radiation (FSR), and the  PD F 
descriptions. Also differences in hadronization models gives rise to  uncertainty 
which forms a  part of signal modeling uncertainty. The ISR comes from the 
colliding particles while the FSR comes from collisions where particles can be 
annihilated or/and exchanged, producing possibly different sets of particles [60].
•  Detector modeling: W hen determ ining event detection efficiency for object 
identification some uncertainty arises and also MC mismodeling of data.
•  Je t energy scale (JES) and E ^Uss scale: This is one of the most im portant 
uncertainties. It originates from the constraints in the calibration da ta  samples 
th a t are used.
•  Background from data: When background sources are estimated from data driven 
methods then uncertainties are introduced. Uncertainties in the normalization, 
scale factor and shape form part of this category of uncertainty. Also uncertainties 
in multi-jet modeling, normalization and statistics of the MC statistics are 
considered.
For the evaluation of the system atics in this analysis, cross sections were 
evaluated for each of the systematics and then they were compared to  the  nominal 
sample. The nominal sample is the top signal MC sample. Samples and recipes for 
these determinations are provided by the ATLAS Top Physics Groupp. The recipes
for principal the systematics are described below:
•  ISR/FSR: For this AFII Alpgen default and RadHi and RadLow samples are
used. First the cross section is evaluated using RadHi samples and RadLow 
samples individually. Then the uncertainty is evaluated by taking half of the
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difference between RadHi and RadLow samples. Finally the  uncertainty is 
symmetrized by taking + 1 / 2  and - 1 / 2  of the full difference.
• MC generator and parton shower: Both the uncertainties are calculated together. 
Currently we use PO W H E G +fPythia samples compared it w ith MC@NLO, 
POW HEG and ALPGEN samples. Evaluation of this system atic is a three 
step process before we symmetrize with respect to  the nominal sample. F irst, 
the difference between fullsim m c llc  PO W H E G +fPythia sample 117050 and 
MC@NLO+fHerwig sample 105200 is evaluated. Second, the difference between 
fullsim m c llc  PO W H EG +fPythia sample 117050 and the fullsim m c llc  ALP- 
GEN+HERWIG samples are calculated. Third, the difference between AtlFast2 
m c llb  PO W H EG +fPythia sample 117050 and POW HEG+fHerwig sample 
105860 is evaluated. The largest of the  three differences is then symmetrized 
with respect to the nominal sample. An im portant feature of this procedure is 
that the differences above are evaluated by comparing the sample cross sections.
•  Tau energy scale: The system atic uncertainty of the  energy scale of hadronic 
tau decays is calculated using the convolution of the individual visible tau  decay 
products, namely charged and neutral pions.
•  Tau ID: The systematic errors of the tau ID efficiencies are obtained by varying 
different conditions on the event generation, detector m ateria l, shower modeling, 
and reconstruction. The variation of the ID efficiencies due to  the MC conditions 
are analyzed to determine associated the systematic uncertainty. To obtain the 
final systematic uncertainty for each working point , the variations from each 
contribution are added in quadrature.
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•  Jet energy scale: This uncertainty is a combination of both je t energy scale and 
b-jet energy scale. This uncertainty is derived by combining information from 
test-beam  data, LHC collision d a ta  and simulation.
• Jet reconstruction efficiency and je t energy resolution: The je t reconstruction 
efficiency is estimated using a tag  and probe method using di-jet events in data. 
The probe jet is selected by requiring a  cluster of the charged tracks, so-called 
track-jets, in the inner tracker. The jet energy resolution is also measured using 
di-jet events. As with other system atics, the cross section was calculated for 
each case and then the uncertainty was evaluated with respect to  the nominal 
sample.
•  W +jets: For this uncertainty, 48% of the to ta l number of events from the 
nominal samples surviving all cuts are counted and then divided by the  to tal 
number of data  events th a t survive all cuts.
•  PDF: This uncertainty is calculated by comparing the results derived from the 
standard  CTEQ PD F set and from alternative PD F sets called M STW 7 and 
NNPDF8 .
The systematic uncertainties for this analysis are shown in Table 8.1. There 
can be many other systematics but only those systematic uncertainties have evaluated 
for this analysis th a t affect the results most.
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Table 8 .1 : Systematic uncertainties
Systematics Value
Jet Energy Resolution 8 .1 %
Jet Reconstruction Efficiency 0.19%
Jet Energy Scale 11.3% (Up) 12.1%(Down)
ISR/FSR 6 %
MC Generator 1 0 %
PDF 0.7%
Pileup 0.61
Tau ID Efficiency 4.7%
Tau Energy Scale 2.4%
r  +ETM iss Trigger Efficiency +2.9%, -4.8%
W + Jets 4%
QCD tem plate Shape < 1
The existing systematics are combined in quadrature. The uncertainty on the 
luminosity is given by the Top Working Group of ATLAS. Finally, the measured cross 
section, including statistical and systematic errors and luminosity uncertainty is:
o'ii — 170.6 ±  12 (s ta t .) ^ 2 0  (sVst-) 3 (lu m i.) pb.
CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS
A measurement of the t-quark pair production cross-section is presented using 
final states characterized by a pair of light quark jets coming from the  decay of W  
bosons and a hadronically decaying r  lepton. The analysis was based on 4.7 / f >- 1  of 
data collected by the ATLAS detector for the year 2011.
The candidate events are extracted based on the event topology of the  final 
state. The selection has been optimized based on the simulation to  maximize the 
signal significance. The analysis then  exploits the m ulti-variate analysis based on a 
Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) on the reconstructed candidate to  isolate signal events 
from backgrounds where one of the je ts  misidentified as a hadronically decaying r  
lepton. The number of background events among the candidate events has been 
estimated in a data-driven way to minimize the systematic uncertainty. The obtained 
tt production cross-section is:
ati — 170.6 ±  12 (s ta t) t,lo(sUs^-) ^  3 (lurni.) pb.
A unique feature of the present analysis is the method to extract t t  events with 
hadronically decaying r  lepton at the LHC. This includes followings:
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•  The application of BDT th a t has a  large separation power between the signal 
events and backgrounds, enabling us to  keep high signal acceptance. This is 
done for the first time for this channel in ATLAS.
• The usage of tem plate fitting m ethod for background estim ation. The unique 
feature of the tem plate fitting m ethod is th a t we concatenate three different 
histograms for background estimation.
•  As mentioned before this analysis uses whole 2011 data.
The measured cross section is in good agreement with other m easurem ents 
performed by ATLAS and the CMS experiment so far, and with the perturbative QCD 
calculation (164^6), dem onstrating the  validity of the  S tandard Model about the 
t-quark decay into r  lepton. The result obtained from this analysis will be im portant 
for searches related to Higgs boson. As more data is collected by the ATLAS detector 
the current cross section will improve and will help to  probe new physics.
A PPEN D IX  A  
TAU IDENTIFICATION VARIABLES
Hadronically decaying tau  leptons are distinguished from QCD di jets on the 
basis of low track multiplicities contained in a narrow cone, characteristics of the track 
system and the shapes of the calorimetric showers. Also one unique distinguishing 
property of tau  is that taus have fewer charged tracks and larger fractions of momentum 
in the leading tracks than  jets in the same energy range do. The variables, which 
utilize these distinguishing properties, are used for tau  identification. The background 
and signal samples are the standard monte carlo samples as recommended by the tau 
working group of ATLAS.These background samples are chosen because as mentioned 
earlier electrons and QCD dijets mostly fake taus and show ta u  like behavior. The 
distribution of the variables is for bo th  for 3 prong and 1 prong ta u  decay w ith an 
E t  range of 15 GeV to  40 Gev and E x  greater th an  40 GeV. Different transverse 
energy range is considered for variables because taus of different energy ranges show a 
slightly different characteristics. In general, they tend to have narrower showers with 
increasing energy, which affects the distribution of most discriminating variables. Jets 




•  Track radius (Rtrack) : It is defined as the PT weighted track width:
E f  -* Pr,t A  f t
n - tr a c k  —  D  ’ V1 ' 1 /
Az ^r,»
where i  runs over all core and isolation tracks of the tau  candidate, and P p p  
is the track transverse momentum. Note th a t for for candidates w ith only one 
track, R tr a c k  simplifies to the A R  between the track and the tau  candidate axis.
•  Leading track momentum fraction ( f tra c k ) '-
p t r a c k
f t r a c k  =  ( 1 - 2 )
where P!f “ck is the transverse momentum of the leading Pt  core track and Pj- is
the transverse momentum of the ta u  candidate, calibrated a t th e  EM energy 
scale. Note th a t for candidates w ith one track, f tTack is the  fraction of the 
candidates momentum attributed to the track, compared to the to tal momentum 
of the  candidate, which can have contributions from the calorim eter deposits 
from 7r°s and other neutrals.
•  Core energy fraction: It is the fraction of transverse energy within (A R  < 0 .1 ) 
of the tau  candidate:
E A il jC O .l  p  ita ll_______ /-i o \
Jcore  ~  A f l j < 0 . 1  jp  ’ ^  '
2—i j  ta ll T ,j
where i  runs over all cells associated to the tau  candidate w ithin A R  < 0 .1  
and j  runs over all cells in the wide cone. The calorimeter cells associated to  a 
tau  candidate are those which are clustered in the topological clusters th a t are 
constituents of the jet that seeded tau  reconstruction. A R i  is defined between a 
calorimeter cell and the tau  candidate axis. E r , i  is the cell transverse energy,
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calibrated a t the EMscale. Note th a t an unconventional definition of the core 
cone is used for /core, as it provides better discrimination.
•  Number of isolation tracks (N isotrack): It is the number of tracks in the isolation 
annulus.
•  Calorimetric radius {Rcai)- It is defined as the ration of the shower width in the 
electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter weighted by the transverse energy of 
each calorimeter part.
E A ii j< 0 .4  t?  a  t?_  iea ll for,* A  K  (-1
l x cal ^ A K j < 0 . 4  f-i >
2—/iea ll
where i runs over cells in all layers of the EM and hadronic calorimeters. Only 
cells in the wide cone are considered.
•  Ring isolation (f iso):
E A R { < 0 A  rp ie [E M 0 —2]
h s o  =  A ^ < 0.4........... ....» ( L 5 )
2 L /jt[E M (S -2 )  T , j
where i runs over cells in the first three layers of the EM calorimeter in the 
annulus 0.1 < A R  < 0.2 around the tau  candidate axis and jru n s  over EM cells 
in the wide cone.
•  Cluster mass (m eff_dusters): The invariant mass computed from the constituent 
clusters of the seed jet, calibrated at the LC energy scale.
m e„ M r ,  =  /( £  B)2 - (  5 Z P )2- (L6>
y c lu s te r s  c lu s te r s
•  Track mass (m tracks): The invariant mass of the track system, where the tracks
used for the invariant mass calculation use bo th  core and isolation tracks.
m tracks = / ( £  e y  -  ( J2  p r- (i.7)
y tr a c k s  t r a c k s
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• Transverse flight path significance (S jft9ht)\ The decay length significance of the 
secondary vertex for multi-prong tau  candidates in the transverse plane
r f l ig h t
ST gM = - f T U ’ (1 -8 )T 8 L ^ l9ht
where L ^ ight is the reconstructed signed decay length, and 5 L ^ ight is its estimated 
uncertainty. Only core tracks are used for the secondary vertex fit.
•  Leading track IP significance ( Sieadtrack)'- The impact parameter significance of 
the leading track of the tau  candidate:
Qlead.track   ^ 0  ( i q\
6  ~ 5 d 0'
where do is the distance of closest approach of the track to  the reconstructed 
primary vertex in the transverse plane, and 5d0 is its estim ated uncertainty.
•  Electromagnetic fraction (J e m )- The fraction of transverse energy of the  tau  
candidate deposited in the EM calorimeter:
E A /i< < 0 .4  c 1 U [ E M 0 - 2 ]  ^ T , i
J E M
2—jj ta l l  T , j
where E t ^(E t ^ )  is the transverse energy deposited in cell i ( j ), and i runs over 
the cells in the first three layers of the EM calorimeter, while j  runs over the 
cells in all layers of the calorimeter.
•  TRT HT fraction ( / h t ) : The ratio  of high-threshold to low-threshold hits 
(including outlier hits), in the Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT), for the 
leading P t  core track
H igh — threshold T R T  hits
f u T  =  —  ----------------------------------------------  ( 1 . 1 1 )Low  — threshold T R T  hits
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Since electrons are lighter th an  pions, and therefore have higher Lorentz 7  
factors, they are more likely to produce the transition radiation th a t causes high- 
threshold hits in the TRT. This variable can be used to discrim inate hadronic 
1-prong tau  candidates from electrons.
•  Hadronic track fraction (fhadk) : The ra tio  of the hadronic transverse energy 
over the transverse momentum of the leading track.
where i runs over all cells in the hadronic calorimeter within the wide cone.
•  Maximum strip ET ( E ^ f ax): The maximum transverse energy deposited in a 
cell in the pre-sampler layer of the  electromagnetic calorimeter, which is not 
associated with th a t of the leading track.
deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter over the transverse momentum of 
the leading track.
where i runs over all cells in the EM calorimeter within the wide cone.
•  Hadronic radius (H-Had)'- The transverse energy weighted shower w idth in the 
hadronic calorimeter.
E A /t j< 0 .4  jp    ic[had]_____tra c k ( 1 . 12)
•  Electromagnetic track fraction U e m 1 ) : The ratio  of the  transverse energy
t ra c k (1.13)
A .R i< 0 .4  
ie [ H a d ,E M  3]
EA H t< 0 .4  rpie [H a d ,E M $ \ C jT >1
(1.14)
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where i runs over cells associated to the tau  candidate in the hadronic calorimeter 
and also layer 3 of the EM calorimeter. Only cells in the wide cone, defined as 
AjR < 0 . 4  from the tau  candidate axis, are considered.
• Electromagnetic radius ( R e m )'- The transverse energy weighted shower width in 
the electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter.
E A « j < 0 . 4  p  a oie[0—2] E T ,t A  R
H e a l  v-^A/ii<0.4 t? ’
2_/ie[ 0-2] T ’*
where i runs over cells in the first three layers of the EM calorimeter (pre-sampler, 
layer 1 , and layer 2 ), associated to the tau  candidate. The description of R e m  is 
included only for reference, as the variable is no longer used by the identification 
algorithms.
A PPEN D IX  B
MONTE CARLO SAMPLES
MC@NLO [58] is used for modeling the tt and single top quark events, where 
as for the single top quark production in t-channel AcerMC [59] is used. The mass of 
the top quark is fixed at 172.5 GeV and the CT10 [60] is the parton density function. 
HERWIG [61] and JIMMY [62] is used for adding parton shower and the underlying 
events for events generated using MC@NLO. For events generated w ith AcerMC 
PYTHIA [63] is used. The production inclusive cross section of the t t  is normalized 
to the approximate next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) prediction of 167 pb [64].
In case of single top quark production, approximate NLO calculations are used 
for the inclusive cross sections; i.e. 64.6 pb, 4.6 pb and 15.7 pb for the  t-, s- and W t 
production channels, respectively [65, 6 6 , 67]. Single top quark events are available for 
each of the leptonic (e, /i and r)  t- and s-channels and for the inclusive W t-channel. 
Overlaps between single top quark and t t  final states are removed [6 8 ].
Numerous tt samples using other generators and param eter setups are also 
accessible. For example, tt  samples sim ulated using POW HEG [69], interfaced with 




Single vector boson production is sim ulated using ALPGEN interfaced to 
HERW IG/JIM M Y for the underlying event model. The parton  density function 
CTEQ6.1 [70] is used for bo th  m atrix  element com putations and parton  shower 
development. The light partons or heavy quarks can be the  additional partons 
produced in the matrix element part of the event generation. The ALPGEN parameters 
controlling the minimal transverse m om entum  and angular separation of the light 
quarks are set to  ptjm in =  15 GeV and drjm in =  0.7. The MLM m atching [71] is 
affected inclusively for the production of W +  5 partons and exclusively for the lower 
multiplicity sub-samples. The clustering parameters of the MLM matching are set to 
RCLUS =  0.7 and ETCLUS =  20 GeV. The production cross sections of all samples 
are rescaled by 1.20 and 1.25, correspondingly, in order to  balance NNLO calculations 
[72, 73]. For generation and hadronization of diboson events ( W W , W Z  and Z Z )  
HERWIG is used. For these events, inclusive decays are used for both  gauge bosons, 
and a filter is applied a t the generator level, requiring a t least one electron or muon 
with PT > 10 GeV and a pseudorapidity |?7 | <  2.8. Similar to  single vector boson 
production, cross sections are rescaled (by 1.48 for W W , 1.60 for WZ, and 1.30 for 
ZZ) to match next-to-leading order predictions [69].
Event generators are tuned in order to describe the ATLAS data. The parameter 
sets AUET2B [74] and AUET2 [75] are used for events hadronised with PYTHIA and 
HERWIG/JIMMY, respectively.
APPEN D IX  C 
SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Systematic uncertainties are defined as those uncertainties th a t arise from the 
uncertainties associated with approximations made by the  person who is conducting 
the experiment, type and nature of the measurem ent apparatus or the model th a t 
is used to  make inferences and deductions based on the observed data. These kind 
of uncertainties are correlated from one m easurement to  the other. This is because 
the theoretical framework is limited and incomplete in which these uncertainties can 
be understood and accommodated in hypothesis testing. Some frequently occurring 
systematic uncertainty include uncertainties th a t arise from the measurement device 
calibration, the probability of detection of a given type of interaction (often called 
the “acceptance” of the detector), and those param eters related to  the model th a t 
are used to make inferences th a t themselves are not precisely known. The definition 
of such uncertainty is usually tem porary in a  given measurement and there are 
few broadly-accepted techniques to  incorporate them  into the process of sta tistical 
inference.
Systematic uncertainties th a t occur frequently in high energy physics experi­
ments can be broadly classified into three classes :
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•  Class 1: Though these are systematics uncertainties but can be controlled by ad­
ditional measurements and thus are generally treated as statistical uncertainties.
•  Class 2: When their is a deficiency in understanding the features related to  the 
techniques used in analysis or data  that show a one sided view in the final result 
or outcome of the experiment. They can also manifest from the result from 
assumptions of the model in the measurement.
•  Class 3: This category of system atic uncertainty comes from the uncertainties 
in the underlying distinct theoretical concepts used to make conclusions using 
the data.
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